UP AND DOWN THE NILE.

Farm, Garden, and Household.

A correspondent is furnishing tiie Journal
of Commerce a series of sketches of rare interest and beauty under the above heading.

Written for the Journal.
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Eyes like blue violets, gleaming gold hair,
Parted red lips and wondering air,
Fresh rounded checks and innocent brow
Of a child to whom grief is a stranger now.
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It is from fourteen to twenty days that a hive is
without a laying queen, when it swarms naturally,
A good
or when divided, and we rear a queen.
colony would mature about iS.Ooo bees in that
a
lienee
a gain
time-—two or three thousand day.
of a good swarm, by the provision.
It i- now time to decide whether you will have
some swarms and some hex honev.or whether you
w ill have your bees devote their energies all to
surplus honey, pr in multiplying colonies. The
bee-keeper can now say how many swarms he will
have, and at what time through the summer they
shall be had. with as much certainty its the farmer
can determine the number of his calves and colts,
i lie can also estimate with more certainty the
amount of surplus honey than the farmer can his
crop of corn and potatoes. Any crop, of course, is
atfected by the weather. Without moveable combs,
very little can be controlled. Xo one style of hive
gives all the advantages exclusively. For surplus
alone, you must control the swarming, and the hive
must furnish room for boxes in clone contact with
tin-main body, or combs that can he emptied with
the machine must occupy the place of boxes. For
multiplying colonies, only a very simple movable
comb will do. Far rearing queens, a small hive itnore economical.
(M. tjuiinby in the Bee-Keepers’
Journal.

Safety from moths for furs consists in having Ilium
undisturbed through summer in n snug place.
Mull' boxes uru not secure. Taking them oul oeeasionally to :iir exposes tliem to tin* motii. No
pepper, camphor or tobacco is needed; alter you
iiave worn Ihem for the Iasi time in spring put
them into a linen pillow-case, tie up the etui in a
light knot, atnl shutthom in a drawer which will
not In- ollen opened. A true and tried prescription.
A

KENTUCKY TRAGEDY.

didn’t want to. What did I care about
education—I. who never saw a book from
one year’s end to another?
And love, gratitude, hope, 1 could ot course understand
neither.
Nobody loved me, therefore I
loved nobody. Nobody had ever made me
grateful—had ever held out hope to me.
Some strange impulse was given me one
day. I waked up, sprang from my bundle
of straw, and involuntarily the words came
from my lips, “I am going to do something
to-day.” What that something was 1 had not
the remotest idea, but I put on my apologies
for clothes, and sallied out in my vagabond
way, whistling, caring for nobody.
It was about noon, and I had not yet tasted
I a mouthful of food. 1 was hungry, and
skulked about grocery shops, hoping I could
ji get aii opportunity to take something that
would stay my appetite, till I felt in the humor for begging.
Passing round the corner
of a public street, I saw a genteel-looking man
standing at his horse’s head, gazing about
him somewhat perplexed. “Boy,” lie cried,
! “won’t
you take care of my horse for half an
j hour?”
“Yes sir,” said I.
;
i
I think it was the first time that I ever
I
put on the sir.
j
“There’s a man !” he exclaimed. I’ve got
considerable fruit here and you must guard
it well.
“Here’s a couple of peaches for you ;
just stand here quietly—nobody’ll disturb

A letter to tlielamisvilli* Commercial, dated
Mount, Vernon, May lti, gives (he following
account of a fearful tragedy enacted in Laurel County, Kv.:
A large portion of the county was thrown
into a state of great excitement some days
ago over a terrible murder committed just
above Rockcastle river in the border of Laurel county.
The victim’s name was 1’. II.
All iilten ah’ ollee eirafed.
I'd
.1 red lop
Bullock, a young lawyer of Laurel county,
*11 w
h ii ed u i t h 11 ii rah!. malma.il. i- one of the
and of good standing as a citizen. Voting
of prop
! s a farmer can have ; every
Bullock resided on his father's farm, between
»-1 in'■ar 11
I'M- a rieh relurii.
oiih theh.ar- whom and sonic of his
neighbors and rela-iin..*, and tave<, re.piirniv; hut litlle outlay, no tions,
by the name of Barker, there has, for
and no extra expenses; over a
e, in
no cultivation,
year, existed a mortal fetid, which
oid in th •
yeais, when tin* upland hay i- cut oil’, culminated as above stated, in tin; death of
farm ha a re-oiiiv to draw upon 111 at never young Bullock and the wounding of his little
brother, sixteen years old, live times. The
ni- to re- pond to hi- needy call.
a ai.i
UMtalh holder upon -ome rivulet oi Bullocks were planting corn in a lield adjoining a very dense wood, and when within fifMi
-ite <if some small swamp in the day s of forest
of the wood, advancing toward it,
I of Hie \ ear- when the upland \\ a- heinir clear- ty yards
thev were suddenly tired on out of the brush
alls'*
*eal
eh
«e
Were
the
lay
l.
Often t le*
places
by live or six persons; two of the party in
•!. it r. fu -ed to hum, -tones that were wi-hed to he
the lield escaped uninjured. There was no
Hd of. 'tumps that wen- in the way were hauled
positive proof against the Barkers, but a I
Old deposited here, fill till 1 ailing hillsides he-jau to
great many strong circumstances pointed to
w ini the cropper that he must add to the hay pl'othem as the murderers, and accordingly they
itu. in- re-oiir.T- of hi' farm
Ma»»> of these have ; were arrested, and after some delay tried beml:hi to hr. When fore an examining, court and committed for
n
<’eared op, mau> nmr.
On Saturday
Olid' rdraim d and level- d ai d -eeded to :*r;i —, these further trial without bail.
j
make excellent permanent li.\\ land-: on very morning last (14th). at about one o’clock, the
ieiv- of these j guard state that from 100 to 200 men, all in
m 111\
larnis will he seen to-day
i. it oral irrass plats, that would he the best hay prodisguise, suddenly surrounded the jail and
«lii< iiia part of the farm utterly neglected : many demanded the keys, telling the guard they
did not “intend them any harm, but unless
will Is- >een merely cleared, hut in a state of nature
surrendered the keys they would tear
iva.ird- the 'iirfa -r, and too in situation-where they
down the jail.” (I have neglected to say that
they have been mown over for years: the eradle four of the Barkers were arrested and in
jail,
knoll- dotting th'- surface, o ea-ioually ,the reand a man by the name of William Shelter,
mains of an old lo- may lie seen, ami frequently an
accomplice, making live in all.) The
lumps mar the prospect and perplex the mower;
readily gave them up, whereupon
guard
nue of the<c are roek>. 'Hiese are the very matersome of the party went in. took out the live
ials with which to drain it. placed in a near position unfortunate men, and carrying them some
nature herself, inviting the owner a-year after half a mile from town, on the Manchester
road, hung four of them to one tree, where
; ai he skims over this, to him, eyesore, to put
hem to their proper use in underdrainin^ the land they were found next morning by the citilliev
uemnher. Thc-e land-, when put into their zens, stark and cold in death, with a notice"
to one of them.
“Don’t cut them
proper sh ip ■. are the most valuable acres of the pinned
down before twelve.” The youngest of the
firm, v ieldimj the ereate-t ineonie in proportion to
live, Abel Barker, is missing. It is unknown
.mi .,v oi'anx that eompoM- the farm
what became of him. Some think he probaFARM NOTES.
bly escaped the mob. The people are horrorstricken over the act. All four of the doom<
so
i»*
riil>l»iiiL*
-ml-.
:iiTk»1
Washing with
tp
ed victims have left wives and little children
thoroughly, will rid :ill k i n* I **r ^t«»«*k of vermin: to bewail their terrible fate. While in all
ii .» trees and |>1:1111
probability they had forfeited their lives to
birds are great company about tin* house and the laws of the
country, still all good citizens
;i great protection against insert-.
IMaee boxes and condemn the act of
hanging them. Thus,
oilier conveniences lor them to breed in. and they
within the short space of two weeks, out oi
w ill heroine familiar and useful.
one little neighborhood, live human beings,
When surface drains will do, open them with in the prime and vigor of manhood, have
l,.#vel and plow ; and eaeh year under‘drain a por- been hurled into eternity without warning
and unprepared, and live families of women
iion of your wet lands.
vhiw plaster on newly seeded land- where « lover and little children, besides gray-haired fathers and
one of the grasses used in seeding.
tottering old mothers, bowed down
in sorrow, heart-broken, bereft and
refusing
Ashes, leached ashes, plaster, superphosphate or
to be comforted.
ime. are excellent top dressing for pastures; the
earlier tle \ are applied in spring the better.
WoNDKUFlII. Sa«/VCITY of a Doo.
The
I ii Wheat ( uIture more depend- upon the preparfollowing
story, strange as it may appear, is
ation of the soil, than upon the variety of the seed. vouched lor
by several witnesses whose testiI he more thorough the eulture the better Flic* crop.
mony is unimpeachable and may be placed
It i- better to drill in the seed than to sow broad- on a
par with the stories told of J)r. Gilman's
el
Seed wheat should be soaked in strong salt- horse which our citiz ens know to be true.
water and afterwards rolled in lime to kill the A short time
ago a female Newfoundland dog
was in the habit of coming to the house of a
New \ ork method of potato eulture. Cut the seed lady in this city, who would throw to it pieces
of cold meat which the dog would eat, and,
to -ingle eyes,and plant in ground enro lled with
..Id. well i*oHed barn yard manure. Plant in hills having satisfied its hunger, go away again.
So continued did this habit become that at a
or drilk. plant deep, when the plants show tliemcertain hour every day the
lady would ex|ye- turn a lurrovv over them eaeh way with a
pect the dog and the animal would put in an
plow, and after a week harrow Hat again.
appearance. A few days ago, before feeding
cround for roots crops should be worked deep
her, the lady said to her, “Why don’t you
Drill
in
rows
and well enriched.
twenty four to
bring me one of your puppies ?”
the
thirty inches apart, this admits of horse power in j 11 nest ion several t imes as she repealing
stood at the
ihe after culture; at second hoeing thin to six apart window, the
dog looking her in the face with
|
in rows or drill.
!:ul expression of intelligence as if it under(
rosy I ie soap is highly recommended for cure of stood c\er\ word the lady said.
The next
barn itch and the extermination of all vermin.
day, to the lady’s astonishment, at the usual
In sections where it is the practice to mow or to hour the dog returned, and lo! and behold!
crop orchards, it is the practice to complain that was accompanied by a little puppy.
The
lady fed both dogs and then took up the pupthey do not do well.
into the window, when the old
< raiiherries do best set in tin*
dog scampspring about May py
twentieth, in rows three feet apart and fifteen ered oil' and did not return for three days.
At the end of that time the
between
again
inches
hills. They do best on a clear
appeared,
dog
after feeding it, the lady said, “Next
•muck soil, on which the turf has been removed when,
time
all
1
want
to see
your puppies;
bring
and sand or gravel spread to the depth of three ami
them
and yesterday morning sure enoii<di
one half indies, to keep down weeds and
grass, and the dog returned accompanied tnj three Ncinto attract the heat of tlie sun.
Several of the neighbors
be
liens should
provided with permanent roosts, foundland pups.
under \\ hieh a floor should be placed to receive the saw the whole transaction and declared that
droppings, which should he carefully removed and they considered this one of the most wondermixed from time to time with dry earth, muck, or ful
proofs of the sagacity of the dog they
plaster, in proportion of one part droppings to HiYee have ever known. Where the
dog came
amount
of
the
of
other.
A
valuable fertilarge
parts
from or to whom it belongs is not known, but
lizing matter can Hills he saved by a little care and
attention, that is especially adapted to corn, pota- we have the name of the lady and also of
those who were eye-witnesses to the occurtoes, garden and Held mops of all kinds.
Manure i- the corner stone of ami* ulture.
rences as narrated by us.
[Portland Press.
■
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the chance, which was seldom. 1 was ignoj rant—1 didn’t know one. letter from another

j and

you.”
lie went away, and I stood tor a wane tut
1 was tired. Then, thinks i, “I’ll get a hatful of the fruit and run.” Bui lor the tirst
time 1 felt an instinct of shame at the suggestion.
He trusted me—he saw I was a mean1
looking fellow too; hut he trusted me and 1
won’t abuse his kindness.
Something like this reasoning ran in my
head, and 1 squatted down on the curbstone,
feeling the importance ot an honorable trust
as 1 had never felt such a thing before.
Presently some of my fellows eante along and
hailed me. I told them to go on. They
peered about the cart, and saw tie- sunny
faces of the peaches. “We’ll have some of
them,” they said.
“No you won’t,” says I. “I’m put in
charge here, and I won’t see the first thing
stole.” With that they began a rumpus.—
They reached over the cart. I struck them
and used such efforts that they all eante pell:
tnell upon me, and we fought till the blood
came; but l vanquished them.
Just then out came the proprietor. “What’s
the matter?” says he.
“Oh, nothing; only 1 had to light for your
stuff here,” says I.
“You did, eh? You’ve got a black eye |
for it.”
“1 meant them boys
“No matter,” says 1
shouldn’t steal a peach and didn’t neither."
“Well, you’ve good pluck—here’s a crown
for you.”
My ej'es stood out. “A whole crown,”
says T.
“Yes; do what you please with it, but I’d
advise you to buy a pair of shoes.”
“Thank you,” says I, with a heating heart.
“It pays to he good, don’t it?”
lie smiled a curious smile, askednte several
questions, and ended by taking me home
with him.
Home! I thought I was in heaven, albeit I
had seldom heard of such a place. My heart
beat heavily every time 1 dared to put my
foot upon those rich carpets. The mirrors
The next day
were something new to me.
there came a man to see me. I was washed
clean and had on a good suit of clothes.
Says lie “Youngster, I am going to where
you live, and probably I shall make a bargain with your people. I want a boy, just
such a bold clever boy as you are, and if you
behave yourself, I promise you that you shall
have as pleasant a home as you desire.
Well, that was good. I hardly dared to
speak or breathe, for fear of breaking the illusion. 1 never was so happy as I was that
day. They gave me light tasks to do. I
wished they were more important. From
that day I was treated as one of the household. The man was a widower, and had no
children ; consequently, I became to him as a
son.
He educated me handsomely, and
when 1 was twenty-one lie died, and left me
three thousand pounds.
Well, I considered myself a rich man, I
gloated over my wealth; it became as an
idol to me. How to increase it was now my
first desire. I consulted competent men,
and under their counsel I put my money out
at interest, bought stocks and mortgages.
I grew wealthier; my business (my benefactor had stocked me a fancy shop) prospered
and I was in a lair way, 1 thought, to marry

Lucy Manning.
Sweet Huey Manning! the

most

artless,

maiden in all the world to me. 1
loved her deeply, dearly. She was blue-eyed,
auburn-haired, her disposition was that ol an
angel, and I had plighted my vows to her.
One night 1 was invited to the house of a
prosperous merchant, and there 1 met a siren
in the person of his niece, a black-eyed girl,
whose charms and whose fortune were
equally splendid. She was an heiress in her
own right, she was bcaulilul and accomplish-

winning

ed.

Heavens, what a voice
clear, sweet, ravishing! [

hers—pure,
charmed, and
Alas, I met her

was
was

with me.
In her presence 1 forgot my gentle l.uey; she magnetized, thralled me.
It was triumph to feel that so beautiful,
gifted, and wealthy a woman loved me—me,
who had been brought up in the purlieus of a
city, who had known misery and corruption
all the first years of my life.
Gradually I broke oil' my intimacy with
Lucy. 1 received no token from her, she was
Hut that cheek grow pale, the
too proud.
eye languid, and though I seldom met her, I
knew in my heart that she was suffering, and
I branded myself a villain.
At last she knew with certainty that 1 was
She sent me a letter,
to marry Miss Bellair.
a touching letter, not one word of upbraiding,
she

was

pleased

too often!

what

noble soul I
wounded! But she could calmly wish me
.joy, though the etlort made her heart bleed;
I knew it did.
1 tried, however, to forget her, I could not.
Even at my magnificent wedding, when my
bride stood before me, radiant in rich fabrics
and glittering diamonds, the white face of
poor Lucy glided in between, and made my
heart throb guiltily. Oh, how rich I grew !
| Year after year I added toto my gold. My
manifest itself
miserly disposition began
I carried my gold
soon after my marriage.
first to banks, and then to ni}' own private
safes.
1 put constraint on my wife, for very generously she made over her whole fortune to
me, and began to grumble at the expenses,
1 made our living so frugal that she remonstrated, and finally ran up large bills when
and where she pleased. Against this I protested, and we had open quarrels more than
not

the best. One of the disadvantages of these hives
is, they must be watched till they do swarm, unless
Sad faded eyes and silvering hair.
you resort to artificial swarming. The weather
Prow marked with many a cross and a care,
during the time in which fruit trees blossom has
Thin hands whose labor is nearly done,
very much to do towards making a first-rate seaCalm smile of happiness lost and won.
son'. Dandelions that appear at the same time, and
are frequented by the bees, stain the combs, and
Closely
they sit as the twilight grows,
furnish unpleasant honey, making it usually best to
The opening blossom, the withered rose.
wait for clover to put on surplus boxes. Clover
O. say, for which shall I pity find—
blossoms should lie the signal, for all good hives to
Her life all to come, or hers left behind:
receive them. Very few swarms will be retarded
bv the room thus afforded. It is very important
that a beginning should be made before swarms isTHE MISER’S STORY.
sue.
A’colony much weakened by swarming
would finish boxes that were well started when no
“By the grace of God, I am what I am.”
inducement would make them commence.
11 was born in London, and remember nothing
Resolve, first, to have strong stocks early. If !
but poverty—stalking crime and absolute
not so now. and judicious feeding will not make
The houses where I lived were all in
them such, unite two or three weak ones. There is | want.
an advantage in it. You can increase bees faster in
various stages of tilth and decay. Whether
one strong family, that can maintain the temperat- the
old, blear-eyed man who kicked and eomure of duly in the hive, and nurse all the brood of
i mandcd me was my father I never knew.—
a prolific queen, than in half a dozen weak ones.
The immature bees that would be destroyed by Whether the woman who sometimes fed and
worms in the weak hives, and be saved by a strong often beat me was my mother, I cannot say.
one, would almost make a swarm by dune 1st, lly ,All 1 know is that l had a miserable, dragthe help of the movable combs, a strong colony about life of
it, going round alter cold victthat has been forced somewhat by .judicious feeding
smaller boys down to got the
through the spring, may l>c divided the last of the uals, knocking
month: and if a young prolific queen is given to j contents of their broken baskets, and hunting
the half destitute^ at once, each division can be di- for rags in the gutter.
vided again in a few days, and still again and again,
I suppose I was rather a good-looking boy ;
taking care to keep them strong. Any becoming
call me good-looking now for an old
weak, may be strengthened by giving a comb or they
1 know I was smart, comparing mytwo. witli sealed brood, from the stronger ones. man.
Much of this success depends on having laying j self with children as I see them.
Of course 1 was like the rest of my class, T
queens ready to introduce, without waiting to rear |
them after the old one is gone, as in swarming ! could
light a little, swear a little, and steal a
hive-. \\ lieu we can furnish each empty bait' with
little, and eat a good deal, that is. when Tgot
ready made combs,the profits will he greatly multi-
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GIRL AND WOMAN

blossoms, those who have bees in box hives may
expect swarms the last of the month, from some of

:i

11i 11 _r the tries and forming allot' the lapse of
niuriov. lovol trail of level land hy the aeeumula*u *>f»in the pond thusfonued. which in time,
aim
oovored witli wild watt r grasses and after

very much mistaken, the wriPrime, who is both a practiced

traveller in Oriental countries and a polished
writer. His descriptions are, many of them,
surpassingly beautiful, as for example the

Lam>s. l>y this we would Ik*
mi 1<T>toinl to moan first, Natural Meadows, second,
Inioi-x ales, third Swales, and low lands that are inS

we are

ter is Win. C.

No. 1.

one

regrot. Oh,

once.

My t lollies grew shabby, I could not afford
buy new ones, although the interest of my
investments was more than I fould possibly
spend for rational living.
I grew finally dissatisfied with everything
but my money.
1 neglected my wife and

to

grew careless of her society. Several gentlemen came to my house, among them a would
be author and celebrity. He came, I thought
too often for my good name, and I ordered
my wife to discontinue his company. She
refused and 1 locked her in her room. How
she managed to set herself free I never knew ;
but in the evening when I returned, she was
gone from the house. That caused me some
uneasiness; not much, for 1 was soon absorbed in taking accounts of my gains.
It was perhaps, nine in the evening, I had
just managed to take up a_ paper for a moment to read out its business details, when
the door opened, and in came my wife dressed
bewitehingly, as if just from an ev ening concert, followed by that moustached celebrity,
“(rood evening, my dear,” she said in the
coldest way imaginable, and placed a chair
for her friend. “Stop,” I cried; my jealousy
aroused; “that man sits not down in my
house.” “That man—a gentleman and my
friend, shall sit here if 1 please!” said my

wife, firmly.
My passion was excited then as it never
was before, and 1 collared the scoundrel,
lie
was my match ; lint my wife put a dirk-knife
that she drew from a cane into his hand, and
he stabbed me. I fainted, and I remembered

nothing more
my

own

till 1 found

myself

on a

lied in

chamber, watched over by my house-

keeper.
“Where are they?” I gasped.
“(fonc!” was all slie said.
li (ici'iiiTed to me then, likea Hash of lightening, that somebody was near me at the
time 1 was wounded, that my keys were about
my person, and that l had been robbed, perhaps, of all my available property.
The thought threw me into an agony ot'
fear. 1 ordered my clothes to be brought to
me.
The keys were there. Taking one of
them out, f told Mrs. Hale, my housekeeper,
to go to my sale, and bring me the papers
that were there. She returned, her face
white with terror, to say there was nothing
there, all the little doors were open.
“Robbed! robbed!” I yelled with imprecations, and again my senses deserted me.
Brain fever ensued. For weeks l lay deprived of reason, literally treading the verge
of the grave.
One morning 1 was conscious
only of a sinking deadly feeling, as 1 feebly
opened my eves. Was it an angel 1 saw
standing beside me. her soft eyes full of pity,

looking

down upon

with the most comFor a moment I
n- Out no, I reasloved money too well.

me

miserating gentleness.

thought * might v,o
oned with myself—I
My treasure was all of the earth, earthly.
Again l opened my dim eyes. The vision
seemed wavering now, but oil, did it not
wear the beauty of sweet Lucy Manning? A
quiet, unutterable peace took possession ot
my entire being. 1 forgot wealth, health,
everything. My past life seemed blotted out,
and 1 was again innocent, untouched by the
griping hand of avarice, true, loving and
loved—and Lucy Manning was my idol.
Hut I recovered slowly, and at last as my
strength surely returned I missed her. As
soon as she saw I could be left with safety',
she left me; and oh, the blank—the dreadful
blank ! 1 wandered around my rooms, now
so desolate, and saw the many evidences of
myr miserly habits.
1 know not why, but towards my wife my
feelings seemed to have undergone a revulsion. I fear I haled her. She had nearly
beggared me, had deceived and shattered my
health, destroyed all my hopes.
Months passed before 1 was able to estimate the damage that had been done me.
Every means that could lie put forth were
used for the recovery of my money, but all
in vain.
One nielli 1 sat by the lire, a cheerless disappointed, and lonely man. i had been
thinking thoughts that only burned my brain,
but did not purify my heart. “If I had only
married sweet Lucy,” I said, again and again,
“all this had not been so.”
My housekeeper came in with a letter—an
unusually large package it was, and as it
bore a foreign postmark, I opened it with a
trembling hand. What is that ? A rustling,
crumpled bank-note! Another and another
came forth, until there laid upon my knees
twenty bills ot the largest denomination. A
few trembling lines accompanied them :
“Mv Husband : I am dying! My disease
—there is no need in telling you. Forgive
me, and accept this enclosed as a faint effort
toward restitution. It is not much over half
of what we took from the safe. The rest is 1
know not where. 1 am deserted. Farewell,
forever!”
An icy chill thrilled me. It seemed as if
her spectral presence was near me, 1 shuddered as I rolled the bills together, and threw
them across the room.
“Lie there, curse of my soul/” 1 cried.—
“Lie there till 1 have conquered myself! ay,
if the victory is not won till you are rotten !”
I shut the door up and sealed it, and for
six months 1 toiled like a penniless man, till
I partially redeemed myself. By managing
cautiously, I placed my business on a successful footing, and began life again, a new

following extract:

AN OLD TIME MYSTERY.

a

“I will not toll you sir!”
The young head was thrown back haughtily,
and the blue eyes flushed with passionate excitement.
She was a beautiful creature this fair golden-haired girl. She was very young and
her petitite figure looked almost childish.
But for the rounded, Hebe-like form and perfect outline, one would have thought her a
child—a little girl indeed, with the sunny
hopes and dreaming fancies of childhood—
but these disclosed a womanhood full of nameless grace, rich and rare in beauty. Few
knew the world as well as she, this brilliant
little meteor, that had flashed upon society,
turning men’s heads, and making a fair lady
mad with jealousy.
But a few months before she came to New
Orleans, the protege of a wealthy English
lady, who had for many years spent her winters here.
Iter history none knew, until the
events which procured me an introduction to
her, none cared to inquire. It was evident
to all she was loved by the lady as a
daughter,
but she was presented to the world as her
niece.
There were just the faintest discernible accent, in the rich mellow voice anil liquid
speech. The fair Canadian queened in royalty over the haughtiest belles. Men said
that accent charmed as none other could;
rival beauties tried to imitate it. But her
fascination lay in her winsome face and eyes
that seemed so true; in the passionate regret
that fevered there at a sense ot woe: in the
hand open as day to charity.
As she stood before me in her fierce anger,
I thought I had never seen a being so lovely.
The golden curls shaded face and brow, and
the chiseled lips had assumed their haughtiest
Proud as a queen she looked, the incurve.
dignant blood staining neck and brow, while'
the cheeks Hushed and paled alternately; Imt
the blue eyes never lost their passionate llush |
nor the lips the curl of scorn.
The night before, the house had been robbed and a casket containing diamonds stolen.
Myself and Mr. T-had been sent for by
Mrs. M-s, to investigate the case. It was
evidently the work of an experienced burglar,
and as he must have passed through the room
of Miss M-s to reach the apartment of the
lady from whom the jewels had been stolen,
1 asked Miss M-s it she had heard nothing
in the night to excite her alarm. At my
question, which was somewhat abruptly spoken, she hesitated and appeared unduly excited, 1 telt surprised at this and repeated the

j

question:

“Did you hear

or see

night?”

anything during

the

“I did, sir.”
1 inquire what it was?”
“I decline to tell.”
“But why. Miss M-s?”
“1 cannot inform you."
“At all events you will tell me if you saw
or heard the person who committed the rob-

“May

bery?”
“I both

saw and hoard him.
Sir, you will
me; hut that I may cud an interview
extremely painful to nut, I will say to you
that I saw the person who came into the house,
saw the robbery committed, but am withheld
by reasons I cannot disclose from giving you
his or her desbription.”
The avowal was made in a low, choking
utterance that showed how profoundly the
young creature fell the shame of the disclosure.
Shocked and surprised, 1 scarcely
knew what I said, but I remember appealing
to .Mrs. M-s to unite her entreaties with
excuse

mine to induce Miss M
s to
change her determination, oral least give a reason for it.
But site did not hear me. Her eyes were fastened on the young
girl’s fare with o wild
entreaty that thrilled tne to the heart. Site
seemed to understand why the girl refused to

tell; and, gazing for

an instant, threw up
her hand with a wail like one broken-hearted,
and sank sobbing to the floor.
“Miss M-s, litis is very strange. You
do not wish me to think you a confederate,
and. unless, you tell me, what else am 1 to
think?"
Is was then that Iter expression changed,!
and Iter face lit up with indignant excitement.
“1 will not tell you, sir!”
She paused for an instant, and I read her
innocence in tiie look. Whatever the mystery, she was not criminal.
“Think what you please, 1 will not tellyou.” Before I had time to reply, Mrs.1
M-s rose to her feet, and, taking the voting
girl by the hand, turned to me.
“You are mistaken sir, in your suspicions.
This is a family mystery—the child is not to
blame. Had I known it sooner 1 should have
dispensed with your services; but you oblige i
me now by retiring, and pursuing
your investigations no further.”
It was impossible to resist the grave dignity
of this grand old lady. Wc took our leave
in a perfect whirl of amazement. 1 confess
to my share of curiosity, but all the events of
that morning bewildered me. I thought of
nothing all that day save the mysterious
burglary. I did not speak of it to others, for
it was evident that Mrs. M-s did not wish
it canvassed, and my own powers of reflection
were unable to solve it.
The next day I received a note, inclosing a
fee for my trouble, and enjoining the strictest
silence in regard to the events which occurred.
Of course I obeyed ; it was nothing to tnc, and
I tried to forget it, but 1 could not.
\'<> matter what business engaged my attention, 1
found myselt thinking of that, and so a year
passed away.
One night a man was shot in a drunken
brawl. He was a noted character a
burglar.
I was near him when he fell. He called me
and I bent above the stricken man, from
whom the life-blood was oozing last.
“Will you do me a favor?”
If 1 can—yes."
“You know Mrs.- the English lady ?”
“Yes.”
“Tell her I am dead !”
Unutterably surprised, 1 would have asked
him more—would have questioned him as to
how the life or death of a burglarcould interest her? but lie waived me oil'.
I did his mission carefully as I could, 1
imparted my intelligence. 1 was received in
silence—a silence like death.
man.
The next day a single close carriage atIt took many a year to wear oil' my old
habits of parsimony, but every effort gave tended the remains to the tomb. It was not
me a new and agreeable pleasure.
Mean- long before a marble shaft rose above it, and
time Lucy' Manning became dearer to me the single inscription—
than she had ever been in the flush of youth.
“He died by violence,”
I entreated her forgivness! humbled myself
tells to the observer all that is known of the
to a confession, tested myself m all ways, and
burglar’s grave. I.ong years afterward 1
convinced her at last that 1 was as worthy know he was
the English lady’s son, and
now as once I was only in seeming.
that her mission here was to see and redeem
On the day of my wedding, I opened the
him.
sealed door. The Bank-notes lay where I
She tailed utterly, and both she and the
had flung them. I took them up with the fair
young girl are seen no more in the brilpride of a conqueror, and placing them in liant society, in which the young beauty was
her hands, exclaimed, “They are no longer once so admired.
my masters; use. them as you will.”
Now l am a man!—redeemed from the
thraldom of covetousness. I have three
One of our well known generals, on Ins
blooming children. Lucy is an angel of way west, stopped at the-hotel, and being
goodness, and I write myself as I did at the wearied with his journey, immediately rt>
beginning, “By the grace of God, I am what tired to his bed, when, on arranging his
I am.”
pillow, he found a daintily embroidered rote
ilc null with the name of Olive Logan neatly
A New York despatch says an expedition worked thereon.
Summoning the waiter, he
sailed for Cuba Saturday under commanfT of asked if the lady was still in the house, and
Col. Cristo, going on board the San Domin- was informed that she had
formerly occupied
go as regular passengers. The expedition the room to which the General had been asnumbered dOO men, all Cubans, with the ex- signed. With the characteristic humor and
ception of live American captains. They car- politeness so well becoming him, he directed
ry with them 7000 rilles, 1000 muskets, 200 the robe to be given to her, and say, with
revolvers, 100 axes, a battery of six large General-’s compliments, “That he was
guns, uniforms, equipments and about two not in the habit of sleeping with empty nighttons of powder.
gowns.-’

A Man F.vr.r.s One Hundred and TwentyNever was night moro holy than that,
eight Feet.
On Saturday afternoon an acci- when I found
myself again fairly away for
dent occurred to a miner in this
city, the the voyage up the father of rivers. It was
beresult
of
which
extraordinary
challenges
still, so still that the silence seemed oppreslied. A man named Thomas Jones, about, sive. But the
very silence well befitted the
thirty years of age, and weighing perhaps scene. West of us, close at hand, were the
lot) pounds, tell down- a shaft 128 feet
deep hills of Chizeh and Sakhara, where lie the
without breaking a bone or receiving any innumerable dead of ancient
Memphis. 1
serious injury. Jones is a lessee of a mine in doubt not that
millions of the inhabito-day
Lander llill, belonging to the Manhattan tants of ancient
Egypt lie in their grave
Company, which he and his companions have clothes under those yellow sands, waitiug
been working with a whim.
About three the resurrection in whose hope they slept
o’clock on Saturday atternoon Jones and a
thousands of years ago. There lie men who
fellow miner stepped into a tub for the
pur- knew Plato, and who knew Joseph, and men
of
pose
being lowered down the shaft; they who knew Moses. We talk at home of the
got into the tub in the usual manner, each
sleep of death, but somehow that sleep
having his right leg hanging outside to guard always seems to me more easily realized
its descent. At the moment
they stepped in, here in Egypt where men lie at rest in form
the tub suddenly fell a short distance,
owing and feature as when friends left them in the
to the whim being
ungeared, their “brought tomb twenty or thirty centuries ago. Sitting
but
the
men
up,”
thinking that the break had on deck that night 1 endeavored to imagine the
given way, attempted to get out before it1 resurrection on yonder hills, when
the men
passed below the mouth of the shaft. One of all the centuries should stand up together
ot them succeeded in
springing out of the tub and look in one another’s faces. The succesupon the ground, but in his attempt Jones sive races that have inhabited this land, and
lost his balance and fell headlong into the who rest in the
rocky hillsides, had little foreshaft. The shaft is only four feet in diameter,
sight, but
quite as much as we have
and extending through solid granite, presen- I in Americaperhaps
in the nineteenth century. They
and
ting rough
jarred side? from top to bot- did not imagine who would succeed them in
tom.
At the bottom of this uncouth pit there I their
possessions, nor do we. Their glory
there were several large picks and a ladder.
surpasses ours almost as much as ours surIt is believed that Jones must have clutched
passes that of our aboriginal predecessors
and caught the ladder, which “broke his fall”
built temples to which our proudest
They
and preserved his limbs and saved his life. structures arc as
toy houses; and strangers
Almost at the moment of his fall, two men came to
worship in them, and then other
got into the bucket and were sent rapidly strangers came to wonder who built them,
down the shaft, where, to their intense sur- and to what
gods they were dedicated, .s..
prise. they saw Jones alive, 01 his feet, sen- passes the strength of man, and the grandeur
sible and able to talk, lie was hoisted to of
empires. What visions one can have in a
the surface and carried home where 1 >r.
moonlight night on the Nile.
Wizon speedily attended him. An examinaIt would be hardly possible to make a boat
tion showed that not a bone was broken or more comfortable tor travelers than the Nile
dislocated. There was a slight cut in the Daliabeeh. Devise any plan
you will for ■<
scalp; one of his shoulders severely bruised, vessel on which to live for some months and
the skin torn from both hands, and over his you will not exeel this old
Egyptian plan.
body there were as many as sixty to seventy I Improvements might be made in the arrange
slight lacerations. This was the sum of his ments, but the shape of the cabins, the height
external injuries.
During Saturday night his [between decks and the amount of room all
circulation was greatly disturbed, but yester- make the boat
superior to any yacht or other
day his pulse was becoming more regular. vessel of the same tonnage in any country
Jones is bruised and painfully sore front head
We had no need to look after our provisto foot; but there is good reason to believe that ions, for Abd-el-Ath
always takes care that
he will be up and moving about in a short tinie. his table shall be as
good as the best EuroThat he was not instantly killed is marvelous ;
pean hotel ean furnish. There is no great
but that a man should fall izS teet down a
variety of meats in Egypt, ami mutton, etiiek
narrow and rugged shaft without breaking so ens and
turkeys are the main stays of life
much as a bone almost surpasses belief. here. These are intermingled with such
There was an extraordinary ease in this city birds as our
daily walks on shore, gun in
several years ago, in which a boy, eleven hand, ean provide, and withal we have abunyears old, fell down the shaft of tlie South dance of ham, smoked beet anil preserved
American, 168 feet dee}), and escaped with meats. We arc fortunate in a good cook
two broken limbs, which in about ninety He has his .faults, and the other day came
days were as good and firm as ever. [Reese near catching a severe thrashing trmn the in
River (Cal.) Itcville, March is.
dignant dragomen, an escape which seems to
have done him good, since the bread has
An extraordinary, and, withal, curious sto- been better tor that, or some other cause.
ry regarding the probable discovery of the
Life ou the Nile is, to my notion, the most
copper-fastened coffin containing the body of perfect luxury in this world, f am always
the renowned explorer Do Soto, is told' by
up before the sun. The beauty of the early
the Memphis Appeal. It appears that Capt.
morning is indescribable. How many times
.John Cowdon, who for man}' years has devo- that word must be used in writing about this
ted himself to the task of dragging up w reck- life! The
bursting ot the dawn into full day
ed vessels from the fathomless abysses along is swift, and within a few minutes we have
the Mississippi, has studied the peculiarities
ever^ gorgeous color of our American sunand wonders of that mighty river as none sets, one color rapidly succeeding another,
have done before; his diving-bell boat, with
splendor following splendor, until the sun
its rude machinery, is the wonder of all.
In rushes up over the gray eastern hills, and
this curiously formed structure of naval arpours its warm floods of light into the lux
chitecture he makes his endless voyages, uriant valley. The world seems to me very
and not long since dragged up from the bot- old each morning as 1 see this scene repeattom of the Arkansas a locomotive and train ed. and think how often that same sun has
of ears.
It is affirmed that beneath oi.e of traveled across the desert and looked down
the countless forest-crowned islands which over those hills into this valley, and vvliat
dot the “Father of Waters” there rests a
generations of men and their works lie hasteamer on which are boo barrels of brandy seen there.
and at least dOO of whiskey. The Captain
We take entice ou rising, and go ashore tor
has marked this spot and proposes to “invade a while,
usually shooting a dozen or two
the great rum-hole of the dwellers at the
pigeons before we return, and join the ladies
bottom of the Mississippi.” Another steam- for breakfast at nine. After breakfast and a
er, the
Tennessee, was sunk about thirty pipe, if there is any wind it generally makes
If
years ago, having $80,000 in gold in an iron its appearance, say about ten o'clock.
safe on board. She rests beneath smother is- there is no wind, the men track the boat, and
land which Cowdon has often traversed. For in that case, or If the wind be
light, we again
several weeks past he has been making a
go on shore and walk, sometimes for miles,
of
other
localities
which
survey
may contain across fields and through palm groves, occauncounted wealth, and while inspecting the
sionally coming on board to rest for awhile,
water line
the eastern shore he discovalong
always carrying our guns and generally makered the bow ot a small copper-fastened vesing pretty fair hags of game. The ladies
sel piotrnding into the river.
It was also pass the day with books and embroidery.
observed that trees from live to seven feet in We dine at three o’cloek, and rise front ihe
diameter grew immediately above the buried table in time to enjoy the most delicious hour
boat, and that the roots of these gigantic cy- of the day, that which precedes and that
presses were twitted about the ancient vessel. which follows the sunset. At seven o’clock
The theory of John Cowdon is that, consider- we have tea and chocolate, and the saloon is
ing its dimensions, twice as great as those of tlicn bright with lights, and the evening
a
modern yawl, its copper fastening, the passes rapidly. When all the rest are asleep
length of time it has rested beneath the soil I go on deck and lie on one of the sofas and
and water, as shown by the mighty trees that look at tlie stars. In the clear air of this
stand above it, the sunken craft contains the country there are apparently three stars visible where one is seen in America, lit other
body of the :W0 years buried De Soto.
days 1 have counted eleven stars in the PleiWhile up tlio river a few days ago, says ades with my naked eye.
To-night and last
the Mississippi Democrat, we heard a rich
night I could count only ten. Farther up the
one on some poor fellow whose name has esriver 1 shall see the eleven. The air is
caped us. lie was paddling to Vicksburg in always rich and strong, never cold nor hot.
a dugout, and had been informed of a cerexcept in the direct sunshine. If the boat is
tain locality called Kick's Rend, which is
sailing rapidly we lie on deck on the solas
eighteen miles around, and in one place under an awning, watching the hills and
about a hundred yards across. He was ad- [groves as we rush by them,
taking no note of
vised to land at the narrow point, and drag time, always surprised when the dinner hour
his craft over, but lie passed the spot going arrives.
down without observing it, and paddled on
This which I have described is our life on
eighteen miles around, till he struck it on the the trip up the river. We do not stop to look
other side. Landing at once, he dragged his at ruins until the return voyage.
boat across, and went gliding on down with
My object in this letter is only to describe,
a light heart till he came within a few
paces for the benefit of those who do not know it.
ol the same spot where he had dragged the manner of life on the Nile.
Vet every
across before.
Thinking it was a new cut one who reads this must have read the same
oil', he went ashore and tugged his canoe story before. For books of Nile travel are
over again.
When he got hack to the river innumerable, and life on the Nile boat is
a second time, he sauntered around a little to always the same, and 1
fancy always was
stretch himself, and soon discovered an old much the same. This evening after the sun
newspaper, out of which he had taken his had set, I was struck, as»often before, with
breakfast that morning. It was now about the effect of figures of men walking on the
sundown, and as he had paddled thirty-six river bank, relieved against the bright westmiles without any Mattering progress, he ern sky. They resembled so exactly the stiff
scuttled his dugout with a hatchet, built a sculptures of the monuments that one cannot
camp, and waited till next day for a steam- hut he convinced that in ancient times the
boat.
artists saw just such figures of men, in just
such dresses, in evening lights, and copied
A C.vr.n-'oiiXiA. Indian’s Dinnf.u.
Mr. diem with minute care. Nor in this little
Chever, who spent many years among the thing alone does modern Egypt resemble
California Indians, and studied carefully their ancient Egypt. Doubtless many of the manhistory, and manners and customs, gives the ners and customs of the people are the same
following illustration of their habits, in the now as in old times, though the people have
May number of the Naturaltist: lie saw an changed, and the old race is utterly lost.
Indian come to the banks of the Feather
River one afternoon. lie was hungry, but
An exceedingly queer story concerning
had not a particle of food to eat. His first
the New York Tribune was related as a l'aet
movement was to start a fire. He next turned
by Rev. Dr. Jessup, in argument for the need
over some old logs and hunted up some
of a medical college in Syria. A hakeeu, or
He
then
pulled uj> some dry reeds,
grubs.
one day came to him and
and plucked a lew hairs lrorn his own head native doctor,
a few old newspapers, to which apasked
for
and tied the grubs to the bottom of the reeds,
he responded by the gift of a few wellsurrounding them with a circle of loops. The peal
A fortnight
of the, Tribune.
reeds were then stuck lightly into the mud, worn copies
the grateful recipient came back to him
in the shallow water of the stream, and the after,
in wonderful spirits and thanked him most
Indian squatted beside them motionless.
heartily for the gift, inviting him to go and
the
Presently
top of one ol them began to eat
in his vineyard, saying
grapes and tigs
tremble, when the watcher put his thumb “I thank
much for those old journvery
you
and linger upon it, and tossed a fish out upals. There is nothing like them ; they have
on the grass; and so he continued to watch
worked wonders for iny patients.” What
and to catch fish until he had enough for his
was Dr. Jessup’s surprise, on entering the
dinner; all going to show, that the man who house of the quack, to be invited to look inwants but. little here below may get that litto an earthen jar in which these newspapers
tle easy—provided lie knows as much as a
had been soaked to pulp in water and then
California Indian.
in olive oil, quantities of which astounding
mixture had been swallowed by this fellow’s
with such amazingly benOne ot the most singular
sights growing credulous patients,The
out of the war is a continuous line of peach eficial results!
old hakeen gravely
trees of nearly lifty miles in length, around thought it was the magical charm of the
Petersburg, and extending toward Richmond. printed letters that did the business !
They are growing from tiie breast works
thrown up by the rebel army, and are the onA Wisconsin
sat down on a beely legacy left by the poor fellows who were hive, the other gentleman
the thinness
11c
(lay.
regrets
one
hundred
on the advance line within
yards
of our forces. Having eaten the fruit while of his trousers.
on picket duty, they cast the seeds aside, and
now they appear in one continuous line of
A savage donkey has avenged the wrongs
forty-live miles of beautiful trees, which of his race by trampling a boy to death on an
yielded an abundant crop the last year.
English common.
—

WASHINGTON MATTERS.

THE FENIAN WAR.
last week

of hostility or invasion from the soil of the
United States. Troops were forwarded to
the border to enforce the neutrality laws, and
the United States Marshals were instructed
to exercise their authority in seizing arms
and making arrests. The movement had not
the united
many

support of the Fenians themselves,

considering

it

rash

and

certain

of

failure, and refusing to aid
A considerable force, however, was collected along the New York and \ ennont border,
the line crossed and engagements had. The

Burlington, Vi., Free Press has the following
account of the advance of the Fenians, on
Wednesday, 26th, from St. Albans, Vt., across
the Canada line, and a brief tight with some
Canada militia, resulting in the precipitate
retreat of the Fenians:—
“The Fenians, about 500 in number, consisting
■ .I
detachments ol four Fenian regiments, after
their arrival by trains at St. Albans, marched
thence to Fairfield, where they were partially uniformed and fully armed. They left Fairfield bright
and early Wednesday morning, and marched due
north for the Canada line, about fifteen miles disAt !> o'clock they halted at Hubbard’s Cortant.
ner. half a mile below the village of Franklin, and

a
mite or two from the line. Here ammunition
boxes were opened, cartridges distributed, and
preparation made for action: probably, however,
wiili Untie expectation of any very formidable re1 I
ulVu r-r.'in command weiv lien. John
i taiiee.
n’Xeill, commanding; Gen. .John J. Donnelly,
hi«T of statV: Cols. Humphrey Sullivan. K. C.
l.rwe ami-Brown. Capt. John I.energan,
.dd-de-eamp on Gen. O'Neill’s staff, aud subordiInformation was received that the
nate officer-*.
highway across the line was guarded by a company
of Canadian militia. All, however, were in high
j.irit >. and the men anxious to press on, confident
of their ability lobiuMt any such opposition from
t heir path.
At ll o'clock, Gen. George I*. Foster, l\ S.
Marshal for Vermont, with his deputy. Thus.
I uiley, of St. Albans, in
carriage, arrived upon
thi
scene. They found a guard of Fenians stopcitizens
to the front. This the
the
ping
passages
oilicer> in command were speedily informed by the
Marshal would not do. This was the public highway. and the) had no right to prevent the passage
«»f any citi/eii.
I'he guard was accordingly withdrawn. ami tin reporters and a number of citizens
parsed on with the column. The Marshal, seeking
./lit Gen. o' Neill, informed him of his authority
and of the President's proclamation, and formally
ordered him to desist from his unlawful proceeding.
Tin order was received by O'Neill very coolly and
with apparent unconcern, and the advance was at
<nice ordered.
About half a mile from the line the
mm) were halted to load, and then were ordered
forward.
The highway here runs due north on ground
which rises immediately from the road on the right
<.i
west side—the. hillside being covered with
orchards and occasional patches of woodland. A
\ alley crosses the road at
right angles, through
which runs a small stream known as Pike’s river.
I hrough this valley runs the Canada line, crossing the rood on the south side of the stream some
twenty or thirty rods north of the brow of the
alley, where stand the brick farm house of Alvah
Hichards. Arrived on this brow the Canadian militia wore plainly to be seen on the opposite brow,
I ci hag- a quarter ol a mile beyond the line.
They
-kirted a piece of woods on the west side of the
road, and were posted behind some stone fences,
t heir line forming a right angle,
giving both a direct
and thinking lire upon the road.
I
The Fenian troops wen* here halted and wereaddrev ed in a brief speech by Gen. O’Neill.
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REVIVAL, OF AMERICAN

of the

\\'r published
opening of another Fenian campaign, and
the projected invasion of Canada. Up to the
date of this writing the movement lias experienced only disaster. The President
issued at once a proclamation lorbidden acts
rumors

Washington. May 26.
bill for the revival of American commerce came up again in the House to-day and, in
order to test whether the opposition, which comes
mainly from the West, would favor any measure
looking to the relief ot the shipping interests. Mr.
Lynch moved to take up the substitute offered
yesterday and to consider the old bill, with all its
amendments, as laid upon the table. As was expected, the Western men who seem to have an
idea that no other interest is to be taken care of but
that of the farmer, were as violent in their opposition as ever, notwithstanding the fact that the new
proposition contains many concessions to the demands of the agricultural Representatives. Farnsworth, who opposed the old measure, endeavored
to explain why he would support the new one,
but he was met by Logan and others with the cry
of “You are on both sides.'' In order to put the
matter to a test Lynch moved the previous question on the substitute, and a lively debate followed,
in which personal compliments of the lelt-handed
order were thrown around promiscuously, and the
lie was given and returned witli interest several
times. A more sectional spirit was not manifested
during the reign of the peculiar institution than
was shown upon the floor of the House to-day by
some of the Western men, like
Ingersoll and Logan,
of Illinois: Allison, of Iowa, and Shanks, of Indiana.
They seemed to ignore all else in the country
except their own districts and the farmer interest.
“What do I care.” said Shanks, “whether the
English or American Hag flies at the masthead of
vessels on the coast? My constituents have no interest in it." This was evidently the feeling that
governed the opposition to the bill. Mr. Lynch
finally got the floor and delivered a very sharp,clear,
concise argument in favor of the bill, taking the
ground that it was a national, not a sectional measure. and that not alone New England, New York
or any of the sea-board States and cities would be
benefited by it, but the whole country. He charged
upon the opponents of the bill that they were the
conscious or unconscious agents of the Clyde shipbuilders, the Lairds, the Dennys and other anglorebels, who, failing to destroy the Union, were
now here by their paid agents to prevent American
commerce front recovering from the blow which
they dealt it during the rebellion. He said the arguments produced against the bill were borrowed
from the pamphlet of John Codman and one Oakford, who were in the employ of the foreign shipbuilders.
During the debate both Codman and
Oakford were in the gallery and became greatly
exasperated at the remarks of Lynch. Allison, to
test the strength of the opposition, moved to table
the bill, but met with a defeat; nays 10.1 yeas .is.
It is thought this is an indication that tin1 measure
will pass.
VOOIUIEEK r:-o\ Tin? CUBAN question.
Ill speaking ;>f the debate in Congress on the
Cuban question the other day,in which our imbecile
adinistrution received such a raking down from
members of liolli parties, the lively correspondent
of the N. V. Commercial Advertiser (republican)
says: Mr. Voorhees is a man whose wools always command attentive listeners. Notwithstanding liis occasional tlights into the realms of ultra
Democracy, the grace of his manner, the polish of
oratory, and the originality of his views make him
at all times an entertaining speaker.
Upon the
present occasion the charm of his style was
heightened by the character of his subject. He
carried the House with him from the very start.
The picture lie drew of the infamous acts of the
Spanish authorites; of the contempt in which they
held the rights of our citizens; of the cruelty
practiced upon the unhappy Cubans who were
struggling only to achieve the common aim of all
men to be free; of the repeated insults heaped upon our consuls; of the threats made against the
life of an officer, whose person is sacred by the
very laws of international comity: of American
citizens seeking shelter beneath the llritish Hag,
while an American squadron either would not, or
dared not atford them protection, and his concluding declaration that the blood ot assassinated Americans was crying out against the sloth, imbecility,
want of regard for honor, glory, and safety 01 Hie
Itcpuhlie manifested by the‘’dead old man" who
presided over the Department of State, produced
such a sensation on the floor and in the galleries as
the House has not witnessed since the times when
bulletins of I'liion victories were read from the
Speakers* chair.

honored with the command of the skirmish line;
that they must keep cool ami obey orders. These
were, to march down the road, cross tin* bridge
and advance upon tin- enemy.
It must ha\e been intended that {they should deli ii) a- skirmishers immediately upon crossing the
bridge: but no deployment, was made. The company marched down the hill by tlank—that is in
column of fours—and had hardly crossed the line
when they were opened «m by the Canadians, some
“f whom were nearer to them than they had supposed. The rumpaii} halted, fronted, returned the
!ii «- and then made a rush across the I*rid,ere
Kcv
rat fell, one killed, others wounded. Two men
were shot upon the bridge and fell into the stream;
the rest stopped, broke, and sought shelter from
tin enemy’s lire under tin* bridge.
in the meantime tiring opened sharply between the
militia and the main Fenian body. One or two
men were wounded, and there was a rapid scattering of the citizens present, and reporters, live or
d\ of whom had pushed forward and were actually 1
between the contending lines. These sought shelter in a hurry in the Richard-*' house. Gen. O'Neill,
finding hF line beginning to get unsteady, ordered
them into the held on the the left of the road, under
cover of a
piece of woods just on the brow of the 1
valley. From thi- position they tired several vol-1

leys.

Tin* lvpube of the advance company, some of
whom could be -con running without arms for!
mine woods on the right, and the uncomfortable
j
way in which the bullets whistled, were too much
lm- O'Neill’s men. and they fell back in disorder,
till they were rallied by Gen. O’Neill and his stall*,
when they were addressed again as follows:
"Men of Ireland'. I’m ashamed of you. You
have acted disgracefully. But you will have sinother chance of showing whether you are cravens
< omrades, 1 will lead you on
or not.
again, and if
you will follow me, I, with inv ofticors will go and
die in your front.'*
With these words he ordered them back to their
position, and si scattering lire was kept up across
tlie line for an hour and a half, with no particular
cifect on cither side, the Canadians keeping their
oosition with the loss of several men, and more or
less scattering to the rear.
If was at this stage of the proceedings that Gen.
o’Neill was arrested l>v V. S. Marshal Foster. It
was certainly a hold deed to seize the commander
• •t a
force of armed and desperate men, right from
among them : and the brave Marshal deserves high
icdit for the prompt and successful discharge of
hi' duty.
The arrest of O'Neill, when known,
ausp.il great di -couragement among his followers
Donnelly, ii is said, wept, and, joined to the resistance in front, the impression became general that
the game was up.

OUTRAGE IN

AN

BANGOR.

liangor Democrat.
On Monday afternoon, ot'this week. Officers Samuel I). Swe’ctser, William Weymoufli 1*. F. ]{.
Clark, ami Fred McLaughlin. Willi all the precaution ami strategy requisite in hunting down and
capturing a murderer, coming from different quarters. closed in on the private dwelling-house of Mr.
Timothy Sullivan, on York Street. Mr. Sullivan is
one of the most esteemed and worthy citizens of
Ward One—a gentleman of the highest integrity
and honor—a trader who has the entire confidence
of our business community.
When these officers made their descent upon his
house, Mr. Sullivan was attending to his business
at his store. There was no one at home except Ids
wife, servant girl,and infant child. Without staling
their business or purpose, they proceeded to make
it most thorough search of every room, closet, bureau, cuhoard, drawer, nook and corner iu the house
from cellut to garret.
The avidity with which they seized a little phial
of eve-water, wrenched the cork from it, tasted and
smelled of it. indicated that they were in search of
liquor. The meanness of the conduct of these otiicers, on this occasion, lias no parallel, not even iu
the outrages perpetrated years ago hv Weaver ami
his pimps and spies. They opened jugs, whether
From the

containing molasses, vinegar,

cider; bottles,
whether hold pepper-sauce or catsup. They pulled
the cloth from the piano. They entered Mrs. Sullior

van's nursery and searched the cradle; and then,
crown their infamy, went to her bed whereon
her infant child was sleeping, amt searched that.
It is needless to say that if it was liquor they
were in search of, they did not find mu drop, anil
to

they departed

as

they came, empty-lmnded.

We would that

we could arouse this whole comto a realizing sense of the intamy and cruelty ol this dastardly outrage, committed under the
sanction of tt late! Let our citizens bring this matter home to themselves—any dweller on ltroadwav,
State, Ohio, or Court Street. Let them imagine
their amt houses thus invaded in the broad day by
a ruthless anil insulting police, on the same errand*!
Let them imagine their wives ami infant children
subjected to the insult ami wrong to which Mrs.
Sullivan and her infant child were subjected last
Monday! The police found nn liquor there. How
many houses are there in the streets we have just
named, in which there would not lit' liquor found
if subjected to-day, to the saint' rigid search to
which Mr. Sullivan's house was subjectedV
We have already staled with what avidity the
officers seized and examined a little phial of eyewater.
Supposing that little phial had contained
hr<nt<la, who doubts but that Mr. Sullivan would
have neon dragged before the Police Court, and
there, lined itceordinrj tn rnstnm'.'
There is another circumstance which adds peculiar poignancy lo this outrage.
Mr. Sullivan's
house was a house ofrnournimj. Only last week
his aged and revered mother was home to iter last
home from beneath that roof.
There was a time once when every man’s house
was his castle. There was a time once even in this
State of ours, when the declaration iu our bill of
1 H'.MOKAIJ / ATION.
rights,—“The people shall lie secure in their perAll order became lost, numbers of the Fenians sons, houses, papers, and possessions, from all un~
started for their homes, some of them turning the reasonable, searches awl seizures." There was a
green jackets] of their uniforms and others throw- time once when the chamber of the young mother
ing them away. No attempt was made to stop this and her infant child was sacred from the invasion
straggling till about 1 o'clock, when a rearguard of brutality screened try hue. tint that time is not
now.
was posted across
the road in Franklin
;
The main body remained about a mile from the Ime
the men sitting or lying by the road-side, and very
Quebec has been \i-itcd, :r was briefly announclittle sign of any authority or discipline. Col. ed by
telegraph, with one of the most'disastrous
Donnelly, who assumed command after O’Neill's conflagntions ever known in the history ol that
arrest, with about thirty men, still hold Richard's city. Tlie area over whioli the tire
swept was
house, probably with the intention of bringing oft’ covered with wooden
dwellings, and the flames
their dea 1 and wounded from that point after nightspread with such fierceness as to drive hundreds
tall.
Some thought that after reinforcements of
from their houses to places of safety.
reached them they should again advance. Rut the Thepeople
sight in some cases was most appalling.
was
it
that
was of no use to
prevailing opinion
try Women, with barely a stitch of clothing, were met
again, under the circumstances. Prominent officers at every turn, most of them carrying
their children,
admitted that not one-tenth of the force they ex- and
rushing about in a wild and insane-like manpected, was on the ground, and that their force was ner. As tlie wind rose the flames gathered
strength
entirely insufticient to undertake an advance into and intensity, leaping with fearful violence
from
< ’anada.
one building to another, sweeping before them
Gen. O’Neill was then taken to St. Albans, arof a combustible nature. The wind,
everything
raigned before F. S. Commissioner Smalley, blowing strong from the east, directed the tendency
waived examination, and in default of §5*22,000 bail I
towards King and Queen streets,
[of the flames
committed to jail.
through which they swept with terrible force, enveloping at one time over liftv buildings. These
ANOTHER LARGE FIRE IN CANADA.
streets in some places exhibited a most awful
appearance, a perfect whirlwind of lire being observable m every direction.
QrH.iiKC, May 27.
4
Fortunately, at o’clock
A. M., rain began to fall, which soon checked the
A destructive tire is raging at
Saguenay, flames,
ami this, with the almost
an
of
area
five
miles
wide
superhuman ofcovering
by thirty forts ot the
staved the further progress of
miles in length. Over f>00 families, number- the fire-fiend.firemen,
It is estimated, however, that five
ing 4.100 persons, are rendered destitute.
hundred buildings were destroyed. Two
ships
Six adults and two children perished in the were also burned to tlie water’s edge and several
severely
flames.
persons
injured by falling walls.
A wharf at llaha bay, and several churchnoun
riatt
thus
pathetically sketches a tariff
The lire originated
es, have been burned.
scene in the House: “in the same way Mr. Peters
in the woods.
come in for protecting the imtatocs of Maine.
With
tears in his eyes he pulled out two potatoes—small
t he
following Census Marshals for Somer- potatoes, that he carries in his pantaloon pockets
to ward oil' rheumatism, and begged the House to
set county have been
appointed—
stand by poor old Maine who was now reduced to
Fairfield, .lames J‘. Plummer; Smithficld and her last
potato, lie said pathetically that Boston
Mercer, Win. II. Dickinson; Harmony and Cam- like a
vampire sucked the life blood'from Maine.
bridge, Jacob
The Hub, he said, was a great sucker; all the
representatives on the floor from Massachusetts were
suckers, and the biggest sucker of them all was old
Ben Butler. Old Ben at this swung up and said
in wrath that the potato was the food of the
poor,
and he would not have its price enhanced
by the
proposed duty. Maine was not so infernal poor as
Plantations, .fosiah Chase;
Concord,
she let on. (she had her lumber and she had hay
Pleasant Itidge Plantation, Moses French- Binelie (Butler) had been down on the landing in Bosham, Brighton, Mayfield .Moscow, Caratunk Forks
and saw as many as six bales of hay from
Plantation, Browton and all plantations and terri- ton;
Maine at one time. But the
ducks
tory lying north of the north line of Mayfield. Mos- sustained our little Peters, and agricultural
his potatoes were
cow, Pleasant Itidge Plantation, Township No
Dead River Plantation and Falstaff Plantation t’ protected.”
F. Houghton; Skowliegan, Nathan
Woodbury• CaA fashionable tailor in Pittsburg, Penn., who
naan, Timothy B. Barrett; New Portland and Kmie
faileil to “fit” a fashionable young man ol that
den, Moses Williams.
smoky city, has found himself dragged before a
A barreled up baby was found in the canal at court and put under $1100 bonds to answer a charge
of false pretenses, i. c., that he didn’t know his
Lewiston last week.
business.

village.

Solon^and

munity

3mxmL

Republican

Lynch's

pikk kiv i;i:.

opened. O'Neill formed his troops in line of
battle < -xlending :il right angles across the road, one
<»mpany being detached to act as skirmishers.
Those receiving their orders from Col. Brown, a
•.rood looking otiieeer in civilian dress, and wearing
a scotch eaj». who taking a musket addressed the
company (Captain Cronun’s) saying that lie was
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nominate

will be mistaken.
Of all the eft’orts in behalf of free Ireland
M,,
these wild schemes have the least of courage
or chivalry in them.
The illustrious mar-

Candidate for Governor;
To eleot a State Committee for the political
year commencing Jan. 1st, 1871; and to transact any other business that may be deemed expedient.
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Town, or
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House, Portland, on the evening previous to the day ol
the Convention, and at the Reception Hoorn at
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to the ratification of the Convention.
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a
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organization, who,
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corruption of the dominant party, yet
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WILLIAM EMERY, York
Democratic State Committee.
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they

now,

tyrs who have given their lives to the cause
of Ireland have struck at the tyranny where
it
Lord
manifested itself—in Ireland.
Edward Fitzgerald. Wolfe Tone, Robert
Emmet,—and those who in 1848 took their
lives in their hands, O'Brien, Meagher,
O’Gorman—all struck for Ireland in Ireland.

Bold, brave, patriotic
scorned the
fro

men,

tom-foolery

of

they would have
jumping to and

the Canadian border, in an endeavor
to advance the cause of Irish independence.
It is to be hoped that the present will be
over

the last ot Fenian invasions into
until there shall be
rescue

something

Canada,

in them to

the movements trom contempt
THE

Mr.

NAVIGATION

BILL.

bill for the aid ol American

Lynch’s
shipping still hangs fire

in the House, though
better chance of passage, we think.
It has been modified somewhat, but still con-

with

a

tains the main features of the first proposition.
The bill came up on Tuesdaj’, when Mr.
his hour in explaining its featlie denied that the bill was made in
the interest of any class or section. The,
op-

Lynch occupied

ures.

position to the bill came principally from
New York merchants, who during the war
had placed their ships under the British
(lag,
A discussion which arose in the House of
from men who were interested in the
foreign
on
Representatives
Tuesday of last week, steamship lines, and from subsidized agents
will open the eyes of the people of this of the
Clyde shipbuilders, lie was unable
country a little wider than their’ visual or- to obtain a vote, and the bill went over to
gans have been extended for some time. It next
THE ADMINISTRATION AND ITS NAVY.

day.

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
Correspondence of the Journal.

Mad. Parepa’s Opera Troupe make their
last appearance in this city next Monday
in Mozart’s Opera of Don Giovani.
Weather—Woman’s Suffrage Association— evening
is
It
the
last
opportunity of hearing this giftMrs. Julia Ward Howe—Annual Meeting of
the Young Men’s Christian Union—Distin- ed songstress, unless she decides to remain to
guished Speakers—Festivals—Editors Are take part in the Beethoven Celebration. She
to Take a Rest—Hartford and Erie Bill—
goes to Europe next month, and it is stated
Musical and Other Items.
will retire from the stage to write. ’She is
Boston, May 28, 1870.
said to be an accomplished German scholar,
The past week has been one of shine and
and will translate the works of prominent
shadow—an occasional shower with some
authors into that language.
The
English
cool days; but on the whole the weather has
troupe
sang this afternoon, for the first time in
been very bright and enjoyable,
allowing all Boston, Balfe’s Opera of the Rose of Castile.
who wished, a chance to array themselves in
The cast included Miss Ilcrsee, Messrs.
their best and brightest and go to AnniverCastle, Seguin and others. Miss
Campbell,
saries.
There is
nothing like pleasant Ilcrsee, who is a great favorite with the
weather and “good clothes” to put people in
Boston public, is small of stature, but very
their best possible humor, which accounts for
She has a fair, fresh complexion,
plump.
the many smiling faces to be seen on our
and large sparkling eyes. She is
hair,
light
streets for the past six
days. The influx of always good-humored and vivacious, which,
strangers has been large, and the various with her luscious voice, make her
quite enmeetings and anniversaries have passed off
chanting.
with unusual success and enjoyment.
Eotta concludes her engagement at the
Among the various public meetings, per- Boston Theatre
to-night and goes to Europe
haps none have been more noticeable than next
but only to spend the sumWednesday,
those of the Woman’s Suffrage Association,
mer, as she r< turns to till an engagement in
most of which took place inTremont Temple
New Pork in September. Kate Reignohls
on the first of the week.
The audience colappears at this house next weejc, in the new
lected at the Temple on Monday evening,
play of ArmandaleorFate, which Olive Logan
was a very large, select and
appreciating one, has recently dramatized from Wilkie Collins’
and their close attention and frequent ami
novel of the same name.
hearty applause must have convinced any
Strawberries are plenty in the markets at
keen observer that the sentiment of granting
cents a box.
It is said that tin
thirty-live
the elective franchise to women is largely
this year will be very large and tin
supply
gaining ground, in Boston at least. The
usually good, 'tomatoes are plenty and are
speakers were numerous,'and included Win.
assuming the form of cheapness. Fresh I
Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Rev. Win.
peaches and grapes are to be had, but at
Channing, Rev. James Freeman Clark, D. marvellous
Rf.ri n
prices.
1
Rev. Robert Collyer, of Chicago, Mrs.
C
Ada
Bowles and Mrs. Julia Ward ITowe,
LETTER FROM BUCKSPORT.
who is President of the Association.
Mrs.
Correspondence ot the Journal.
Howe was
from a severe cold, and

suffering

officer in our navy for every six men, smoking, expectorating and sneezing army !
and the pay of the one-sixth $6,000,000, to Let us suggest a motto lor the paper in its
that of the live-sixths $2,000,000.” This ex- new crusade—
“Sublime tobacco! which from east to west,
emplifies the wonderfully aristocratic charCheers the tar’s labor or the Turkman’s rest.
acter of the whole department.
IMvine in hookas, glorious in a pipe,
Of the 1,400
" lien tipped with amber, mellow, rich and
ripe;
officers, hall ot them are on shore doing no
I,ike other charmers, wooing the caress,
business but to receive their salaries.” Well
More dazzlingly when daring in full dress;
Vet thy true lovers more admire by far
may General Logan state that “there are
Thy naked beauties—(Jive me a cigar!”
officers
in
the
to
man
a
enough
navy
navy
This, to be sure, is from one ol the wicked
sufficient to make war upon the
strongest poems of ltyron—but we think Mrs. Stowe
naval power in the world, and but few men."
will grant a dispensation to our neighbor for
H o would not utter one word of reproach its
use.
And when the Age shall have befor the hrave oflicers and sailors of our nacome rich
enough to set. up a carriage, what
vy. They arc as gallant and true men as better motto for its
panels than Quin’s sugever trod a plank, the sons of men who beardto his tobacconist
gestion
friend—“Quid
ed the savage Tropolitan in his den, and
rides!”
made England respect our tlag.
Hut

one

they
hampered and fettered by
the expensive incompeteney at
Washington.
Routine, favoritism and inanity have infected
the department with the
dry rot. It is rapidly going the way our mercantile marine
went, and soon England will again indisputably rule the waves.
are

bound down,

We are indebted to our
correspondent at
Bucksport for a specimen of the steel made
by the new process at the Sherman works, so
well described in another column. It is tine,
and seems to be a first rate article. We intend to have it manufactured
into spurs for our rooster.

close-grained,

Jive feet long undtu,.
foundation of solid -ton,
masonry. Its face rises twenty inches above tinfloor of the establishment. Between the foundation
some

on a

and the anvil is fitted a heavy oak bed piece,
which
like the cedar rail on a railroad, yields to the
ini
and saves the wear and tear of the maehiuen
The piston rod is worked by a pressure of
steam,
conveyed from the other building, which is mail,
to operate on both sides of the
piston head. Tl,
strength of the blow is graduated bv giving
greater or less amount of steam on the upper si.t,
ot the piston head. By this arrangement a

clip f,|

thousand pounds may be lessened down to that
ot a tack hammer. \\ itti this imnderotls maeliin,
which weighs in all titteeu thousand pounds, 11,.
a

ingots of steel, after being heated In what are tern,
ed the ingot furnaces, which arc arranged al,mtin- eastern side of this building, are worked .|ou,
into merchantable shaped bars of various size,.
I noticed, while there, what is called a crow bar.
flattened

the point, left square for tilt ecu inches,
eight square to the end, sonn four f,-, i
more.
This eight square part was tapered to ti.
end and
even in it» appearance a- though Hunt
of wood with a plane. This was v\ holly done with
at

then made

as

this large hammer.
This building also contains the otil. ,-s, tie- s|(room and chemical depository.
Near the works
a brick reservoir of 20,000 gallons rapacity,
i |„.
water is brought through iron pipe 1200 yards .1,
tanee, from Smelt Brook. Mon- n,-w hammers an.I
inaehineiy are snoji to be added to the establishment.
The following name,I gentleman are ottb ers of Unconcern—wit h competent assistant :
Joseph Miller. (Jen. Agent of the F'tablislimem
li. F. Farnliain, Supermtendent of Works.
Bufus Beat'll, Engineer.
i>av id I’riesf, Melt, t
Henry Robertstoii, Built r.
Osman Jefleock, liamnu-rei.
F-lwin Smith, Ilainnn-i-

Engineer.
11
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Clinton Yiles, of lio ton semis us us „
t
photograph of a group of t,
members of the South Carolina
Legislature
This gay ami festiyeorowdis

curiosity,

did not make any extended remarks, but Sherman Steel Works—A Day With the Steel
thysdoscribed
Makers.
read a previously prepared address, which
These are the f>ln>t<irrra)>1 ■ s of f;a members of tt
Hucksport, .1 une 1.
reeon-trmted Soutli < arolina
though short was eloquent. Her elocution is
l.effislature, an
Now that the Sherman Steel Work* are in sue- whom are
negroes or mulattoe- and ]:: white
not the best, and her voice,
having a constant eessful operation at this place, ami as ipiite an in- reailaml write (Sgrammatirallv ), tin- remainder
ts’l
upward slide, is not very pleasant to listen terest has been manifested in the enterprise hy the make their mark with the aft of an amanuensis
Nineteen (lit) are tax-payers to an
aggregate am aim
to.
She is a fine and noble looking woman people of tliis part of the country, I give below a ot SUti.10 (lie rest
(44 l pay lm taxes, and the b,,d
levies on the white people of the state foi s( up,,
of commanding presence, and was attired on correct report the establishment.
In the first place I would say that by many per- nnn.
this occasion in an elegant green and black
It is possible to make any
sons, up to this time, the allair has been looked upstronger presen
striped suit, neatly but stylishly made, a on as visionary; but now with undoubted proofs, tation of the
enormous sin of whieli rmlieal
black lace bonnet, and white kid gloves. She
to
all
who
visit
the
the
fact
is
works,
adopen
may
istn is guilty in eonneetion with the
hutg sut
was formerly a leader of fashionable
society mitted that as ini'd steel is nude at these uorks as
fetTng
people ot’ the South y
in this city, and still adh >rcs to many of tin- is manufactured elsewhere, if not a superior
customs of fashionable lif
In private circles ipiality.' The establishment is located on Sporthrd’s
rile following strongeertitieate as to the .nraiiv.so called, about half a mile above the steam
she is loved and respected by all who know Point,
boat wharf. This point of land forms the north- virtues ot Miss SawverN Salve, we lip tn.ni th
her, and for the public she is evidently striv- western boundary ot our excellent harbor. Tin Patten Voire:
ItPWAKI. Of Jlua I
We are happy to la.V !•■
ing to do all the good sh can.
works are at the extreme point, and will in a short
In defence of my own self ( would say that time have a wharf outlie main river: at present •■•re our readers tie following euiv, li.vtial by lie
use of Mi>s Savvy. r’> S live
an attendance at this
Mi. si|H.. Bryant of Sherman, has linn atllieteO
faceting didn’t make there is one wharf 240 feet long running into the
tor years with what the donors
prououneed a
me long any more for Woman's Rights, and harbor. The corporation have a grant of priv- s'
/'olV/oas run['. /■. II,. eoUSLIIted the most skillful
ilege to extend this wharf 200 feet more.
in
is
it
certain
that
“to
or
not
vote
to
vote
and
was
vain,
yet
linally indneed to ny
physieians
The present wharf will now admit vessels draw- d/i ss
.Siilcr and now alter using the fouri l.
is the question.”
And, my dear ladies, it. is ing fourteen feet. The works consist ot two if oilhrSinnjrr'.s
hi. r, tic js iil'ir' ht eii red. and enjoy pel m,
my modest though sincere opinion, that not buildings of equal dimensions, and of same st y |e of health.
many years will elapse ere you will have to architecture, constructed of wood—size of each loo
An aeeount of the eomluet of the
liaiigoi
vote. Woman’s Suffrage is a question only feet long, fiO feet wide, and 10 feet posts. There
whieli we copy in another column,
are 12 doors in each building; the doors are 12 feet
poliee,
of time.
In the not far away future it looms
wide, and arranged with weights so as to slide up recites one of the most contemptible outrages
up a lived and detenr ined fact. How don’t and down.
ever perpetrated upon a defenceless housesay you don’t want to, and that you won’t
Ventilating cupolas extend nearly the whole hold.
I here can lie no possible palliation
fori
have no doubt—knowing you as length of both
vote;
buildings, with shutters hung so as or excuse lor such conduct, ami we
pity the
well as I do—that yo t will all be willing to to he suspended or closed hy means of cords runman who attempts to shield or
apologize lor
drive when vou once get the reins.
ning to the floor below. The building in which the
the perpetrators. Are tlie-inspiiers, Imekers
The anniversary of the Young Men’s Chris- melting is carried on is situated nearly on a line
with tile wharf, and very near to it. There are 10 and directors ot these poor tools mail, tied
tian Union, in Musie Ilall, on Wednesday
furnaces now erected. The tops or openings to they insist on
for themselves such an
evening, brought together as large, brilliant, them are on a level with the floor—an inclined aeeount. lor themaking
of reekoniue that i- uiv
day
and
crowded
an
audience as was
fashionable,
passage for wheelbarrows extend down to the ash l.y and
swiftly coining J
ever assembled there.
Mr. Baldwin, Super- pits, some seven feet below the main floor, for the
intendent of the Union, presided over (lie purpose of clearing the grates of the furnace-.
I lie Marinas Keptihlienn declines
any ,.i
meeting, which wasaddressed by Rev. Robert The crucibles ami coal are put into the furnace-, gliment with us on the
law amend
liiptoi
the main floor. When the melting is going
from
l)r
of
follver
Mellows, ol
Pliiengn. Rev
on, no lire is seen below; all doors are cemented nrents, it both .sides of the <[Uestion are to be
New York, Rev. 1 leorge Hepworth, also
li dont like to let m
up tight, with pipe clay mortar.
The blast is shown to its readers
troin New York, an 1 Rex. Mr. Sohernierhorn
caused by air being forced up through the grates too much
them
light
among
and Rev. James Freeman Clark, of Boston— to tlie coal.
all of them distinguished Unitarian
This building also contains tin* steam engine, of
■

<

1

the fact that the imbecility of the
Senator Chandler has brought forward a
administration, which has destroyed the com- bill which embodies the main features of
that
merced marine of the country, has also ren- of Mr.
Lynch, and allows the issue of Ameridered the navy a ruinously expensive and can
registers to iron shins built abroad.
useless department ot the government.
We don’t know what is to be done with tlie
There is no longer a commerce to defend or
Progressive Age by the prohibition folks. A
a navy to make a defence of it, if it existed.
The facts concerning the condition of the while ago it broke away from the tenets of
the party by declaring that alcoholic liquors
clergynavy grew incidentally out of a discussion
of Cuban affairs, m which Cox, Yoorhees are not the root of all evil, but that crime men, enjoying an extended as well as a local
and tin1 Democrats generally charged that grows out of the natural depravity of the hit- celebrity. Mr. Col Iyer was as quaint and inAmerican citizens were outraged with im- man heart. We have recorded that Rev. Mr. teresting as usual, and roused his auditors
to bursts of applause by his
quickpunity in Cuba, because the naval force had Knowlton, though inclined to a belief in de- frequently
like
Horace
ly
alternating touches ot pathos and humor.
been withdrawn to protect San Domingo, the pravity,
(ireely “defies and spits
He referred to his village home in Scotland,
half-annexed new love of radicalism. Mr. upon” the remainder of the Age's platform.
and ids early life as a blacksmith,
And now the Age comes to rescue of that
came
to
the
telling in
defence
of
opSargent, republican,
the navy, but he was met by a terrible on- pressed class, the tobacco chewers. It thinks connection with the same a very pointed Imt
slaught from a brother republican, Dawes tin! tax on the weed excessive, oppressive interesting story. Dr. Bellows commenced
and wrong. Its argument may be found in rather coldly at first, but, warming xvith his
of Massachusetts, who has before
charged
the
subject, gave us a touch of that burning
home upon the powers that be at Washington.
following brief extract—
A large majority of these consumers belong to eloquence tor which he is so
Mr. Dawes said that “for the last ten years
distinguished,
our poorer and laboring classes, and
are tbuholding his listeners spell-bound while he
the average appropriation for the navv (ex- compelled to bear an unequal burden. they
but bringing them out in a storm of
“Mother,” said a girl, “I don’t care about talked,
cluding that of the war) was less by $2,000,when he had ceased. Mr. Hepworth
applause
000 than the same appropriation in this bill, shoes and stockings, but 1 am
dying for a is a
young man, widely and well known for
and yet the department wanted $10,000,000 breast-pin.”
Should the editor of the
Age the
liberality of his viexvs, the eloquence of
more.” Nothing can be said by us which pursue the course so
determinedly and courwill add to this fearful accusation, ft tells ageously begun, we shall expect to sen the his oratory and the polished finish of his elothe whole story of the Administration’s cor- formation of societies in aid of the demand cution. The psalm “Heleadeth me in green
and by still waters,” is said to be a
ruption and profligacy, which is to an extent for a reduction of duties on tobacco—like the pastures
never before heard of.
h is not in the Navy unclean spirit that took to himself seven favorite one of his, and in the reading of
which he has no superior. It is always a
When the
Department alone, we have a right to pre- others more wicked than he.
treat to hear him, and there i> no one who
has
but
extends
to
all
branches
of
the (lov- parent society
reached the number of
sume,
ernment.
This Republican member went on three, it can adopt the motto of the figures in can more completely (ill the Boston Theatre
than he. when It is announced that he is to
to show that
“every vessel in the British na- the tobacconist’s window—
there. Mr. Schermerhorn, the new
three
speak
"We
brothers
be
costs
vy
annually $68,000, while in that of the
lii one cause.
of the Church of the
pastor
United States it required $1:18,000, a year to
Unity, is also a
Tom puffs, Jim snuffs,
I
Ami
man, who has lately come here from
chaws!”
young
keep each one of them alloat.” This is exWe suspect that this onslaught of the Age New York, and though laboring under
actly twice as much. It the comparison is
made by the amount of tonnage, the differ- veils some deep political purpose. Is the the difficulty of finding himself before a
editor going to rally the patrons of the weed strange audience, yet spoke very acceptably.
ence is more than two dollars to one
against
Dr. Clark made only a short address, but a
to his support lor-—say Member ot
the United States, and if the standard is
Congress ?
by
fervid and eloquent one. The church
Will
he
hoist
the
very
banner—not of a fig leaf but
men, it is ten times as much, or $(300 a year
here to $60 there. It costs for maintaining a tobacco leaf,—and endeavor to float himself over which he ministers is a very pleasant
and repairs nearly $7,000,000 here to less into the national eapitol on a flood of saliva? one, and is open for public worship on
than $1,000,0oo in Kngland per annum. Sl all we see the title of the paper changed to every day in the week ; a tact, ot which, he
These are extraordinary facts, but those stat- the Progressive Squirt, and issue from a took occasion to remind Mr. Hepworth in reed by General Logan, of Illinois (Republi- tobacco press? It will be glorious to look ply to a remark that the “churches were filled xvith Imd air through the xveek and worse
can), are still more remarkable. We have upon the editor charging at the head ot his

developed

huge round casting,
diameter, placed

feet

GENERALITIES.

horse power, whieli is supplied by three due
is feet in length and three feet in
diameter. Two of them are over the flues to the
l.»

boilers, each

Colored girL-

an* now
appoint.*,! lts «-|riks at
Cotigiv--man Want a variety ol-iy|.
When the and
complexion-.

Washington.

furnaces, and heated by those forces.
blast is on, there is no need of the t bird, which is set
independently, and is only used in the mornings to

< M'l
people tala* to g!a--r1hey wali! to
sot* good; yniin*/ ones Imv.iu- i*
tln \ w .iut t< it I
timl the mamcutting up old iron into pieceTwo M'liooiicrn that wa nt a* hmv at .»»w I' II. a,l n.
about two or three indies in length, for tilling thc
llli* heavy Mow of Monday night nl last W.vL, wvn*
erueibles. Here, too, are the stampers or crusher.-,
«°t Ml hy tin* w*re< king In
l
Ralph I,*, -.
which consist of three upright timbers with iron
hy the mitt, Malioninj
feet. These are lifted up In machinery, one after
nn Tuesday of la-l week mihw fell all
day at
another, and at a certain height are allowed to fall
III Ilii- \ I. Ill It y til. I,- w 4
|-;ii ||
hack to their bed again, crushing up lire brick to Uoulton
'tonu,
repair the furnaces or broken crucible* i<> mend
British
ui-rr- an
in
the damaged ones with.
m t,. tin* tihiu
! ‘.Mound'-.
The blacksmith's
and machine
arc

"tart the works.
moth shears for

In this room

we

forge

shop

also located here, for the purpose of making new
tool- and repairing old one> for the establishment.
Over head is one of F. I’. Dimpfcl’- patent blower-,
which supplies the compressed air !•> the f urnace-.
The most ingenious machine in this room is the

Special Force Pump made by
New York

s

A.

It iv.-. |.- 1 .iHNi

|

|

a

‘•ingle

\

«*1

t'uw-'

iiloKit

tiUsy

till-mill

!,ee-r factors

Ih»* F.ll-w orth \uu*ii<hi
-eliool-iua’ams again.
A

Kik»\\illo man had hi

roinpliiiii*utm:
<aw

tin

-l».»n«* i.roh.*n I>v tin

explosion ot a keg <»l ah*, wlii.ii lu* wa- tapping
Tlni strangest thing i- that his father wa t

1 ameron.

It

works all within itself, by steam
to Ills bier by tin* value killd of al 11 i«* 111
furnished from the boilers, and is verv novel in ^
1 In* Indian »*lin*t spotted lail is exhibition hi
construction.
Before we leave this department, let us witness variegated continuation m W ashington

the process of -tecl making, giving our attention
A Burlington t lowra) lady In- adxaiie, l so f.o in
only, at this time, to tin* operations at one ot the woman’s rights as logo to the Imrbi-r n-,rui niy t>,
he shav«*d.
furnaces.
Well, here are four crucibles. They
A couple of lively **irl-in o-u.
\
\
-at t
are about ‘JO inches
high and eight in dianmter,
I tin ii
.wn
death- »o
lilted with covers. They are made of plumbago. a newspaper an a. count
l in y wanted., -eim
Four fifty pound lots of old iron are now weighed drowning in Like Oman,
out to be used.
Each of the pots are now half bil- tion and got it.

[

l'd with the scraps of iron; then comes along the
\ man registered hi- Maim* at a In ti-,.it hotel, and*
chemical man tor “pizen man,” as lie i- termed »| added. •■The uian who i- the word and pint ,,j
1 hrist
l In* landlord made Inin pay in nUim, ,*
and puts Into each crucible a small paper package,
Green grass i- glowing in nearly all of the >|,iicontaining the chemical, about tin* size of a small
vards in New York city, which.‘live vrui- a,*
Fnglish walnut. The pots are now tilled up with were tilled willi vvurkme ,.
the remainder of the iron, and the covers laid on.
\ minister of the go pel. I{e\. I It.
lark, is ..a
One after another of them are then taken to the
trial for breach of promise at I'itMuirg
\nn t>
furnace and lowered into it, by means of lung iron
nine gushing love letters have I teen lead to the
till v
which
tongs,
clasp nearly around them, and are
Delaware rejoin- in the plo-peet of a big pern h
placed on the coal which now half tills the furnace.
The four crucibles nearly blithe furnace, leaving crop.
only a small space between themselves and the
Good butter is selling at IN rents in S ermont.
on
theology
Sundays.”
sides of it. Coal is now thrown in until the furIt was a Maine man w ho remarked, altei In-arin
Near the close of the week took place the nace is
entirely tilled. This operation requires Anna l>iekinson, W al. m ow there ain’t nuthii
annual festivals of the various denominations, much care in order to secure uniform heat. Tin- very cousin’ about her, is the,

and here
drink

everything that was good
being provided, they feasted

hearts’ content.
The ministers

to cat or
to

their

air is now let on, and the melting process comWe notice a terrible odor of gas in the
It is issuing from tin* cracks around the
room.
mences.

workman comes along with
having
good time a shovel full of live coals, holds it near the furnace
tins week, the Editors of Massachusetts in- and the
gas is set on tire, and continues to burn
tend to follow suit week after next.
They during tin* process. In three hours time the iron
has melted and become steel. The covers of the furto return
in a

propose
ferent way, but
their utmost.

had their

furnace

cover.

Soon

a

little ditthanksgiving
naces are now' lilted off and crucible after crucible is
mean to enjoy themselves to
pulled up and the contents poured into the moulds,
They will rest from their which an* arranged in front of the furnaces, in

weary labors for a season and repair to Gloucester, where they will boat, fish, talk, ride,
eat, drink, and have a good time generally.
Indirectly the public will get the henelit of it

what is called the mould pit.
In a few moments
the moulds are opened, and we are shown four
ingots of cast steel. They are about
inches

thirty

to

The latest iletinitiou of tin- waltz i- ••Imeain*:
musie."

t

\ 1 afry tow n, N \
undertakei mine- out with
invitation raid- l. ipn-sUng the pleasure of a
p..,.
von’v eon,pan\ at his great
opening of spring -n
ot eotlins.
.,

The career of

a

veteran ot the

war

of lnr.\

.*-

eently deceased at CcntleV ille, Ohio, is epitomized
thus
“In polities he was a drmoerat, in religion
a l niversalist, and hy profession and pr.-tetiee uu
honest man.”

A Teiinsy Kama

w

idow

er w

ith lour < hildreti Iut,

ly married a widow with nine, and now tie iII, pray.d toi
browsing around after a di\or« e
his own offspring at family placer-. hut wouldn't
up

a

Petition for le

and

he “went lor"

put
him
long and three inches square—on weighing them with a skillet.
we actually bud that tin* old iron has
in
gained
all.
lit,
Mark Lemon, for many years
ot l.undou
converted into first class steel, for
Bunch, is dead. Curing hi- lifetime Mr. I niou
The Hartford and Erie Railroad Rill, after weight by being
John Covode, a cunning old political rat,
the aggregate weight of the four ingots amount to
had a great deal of tun *.|iicezed out of him.
a long and tedious hearing of weeks, passed
more than two hundred lbs.
who represents a Pennsylvania district in
A divorced wile, at Bio^ ideiiee, rivaled
to a vote yesterday afternoon at four o’clock,
on-id
We will now leave this place ami enter the llain- j
eruhle exeitellient h> assaulting a |,idv who w „Congress, and who has won some repute' as
and state aid was refused by seven majority. liter Works, that are In the other building, which i riding with her tonne, luishand.
a chairman of the
State
ComRepublican
The decision was cjuite a surprise to many, as is located at a right angle with this one. Thorium- j Mr-. Sol/, tit
mittee of Pennsylvania, recently made an
I’rotidi'ine, went in-:tiu* and killed
assistance from the State was confidently ex- ney, which is 100 1-2 feet high and 10 feet square I herself willi :i iiistul.
admission concerning the dilemma his
at the base, is situated in the corner formed by the
party
A jpllluus Jersey III >111:111
pected. The Herald of this city was the ends of the two
is in, and the
pllllislll'd l|IT lill'halld
establishments, it being used for h\ breaking :i kerosene
prospect that exists of its im1 believe, that opposed the
l:iui|) o\er his head mi.I
newspaper,
only
both. The first object that attracts our attention, hunting him to death.
pending downfall. It was in Congress, and
scheme.
ou entering this department, is the steam Hammer,
the debate was on the Tariff—before the New
Il is 'Hi'l tliiit tin' Kinperor \It-v.1 inlt-r, 01 Itii'-ni.
The Handel and Haydn
Society of this which is capable of striking a thousand pound is uliout to ubdieate. Ill' liriillli i' poor.
York election had occurred. Said Covode_
has Jiad an invitation to be present at blow. It appears to be a steam engine hung up by
1 tell you that if we do not lay aside this tariff city
Tltf Mississippi legislators imiki* 11 good thing ot
bill, and go to practical legislation, we will go home the Beethoven Centennial Celebration, which the end. The cylinder, w hich is ,‘i0 inches long il. Besides drawing ips a day, one of llii'in
keeps
without accomplishing anything that the
stands on the top of a n huteher
12
and
inches
diameter,
people takes place in New York in June, and will
shop ami another piavs tin- liddie at priwant, and we will have trouble nest fall—some of
s feet high.
vate
about
iron
The
parties.
casting,
harp-shaped
us. [Laughter—on the Democratic side
especially.] have a meeting on Tuesday evening next piston works downward. On the end of the
<'apt. Hunt, tho olile-t llostmi pilot, 11,. .I la t Krj.
New York emphatically confirms Covode’s to decide upon the
matter, and in event of piston rod is the hammer; a casting about s by 111 day. He witnessed the ti-:ht t»'tv.-een the Chesaand
adds
to
his
their acceptation will rehearse, for the same. inches square ami 1 s inches long. The anvil is a
opinion,
meaning
warning.
peake and Shannon.

little < ouu'H-t init, girl has just jtimpod the* rope
hundred times without stopping, ami then
-1 into hoi* little grave.

v

mile, like a .sensible town. taxes dogs, ami
!•> roiluees tin ninnlHT.

w

Mr. ,1. Sanborn, Jr, opened, on
Wednesday, his new house at the loot of Main
street, near the railroad depot, to he known as the

Joliusou’s Anodyne Liniment will give more roller in eases of Chronic Rheumatism, no mutter
how severe, than any other article known to medical men.

building, newly

It is often remarked by strangers visiting our
we show a larger proportion of good
horses, than any other State in the I’nion. This,
we tell them, is
owing to two principal reasons: in
the first place, we breed from the very best stock ;
and in the second place, our people use Sheridan’s
avalry Condition Powders, which in our judgment
are of incalculable
advantage.

Ni

j
1

.!i

w

Hum..

Sanborn

House.

It

is

a

new

furnished, with everything clean and nice, and will
be found convenient, from its location near the
•i
railroad, steamboats and shipping, for the travelling
,1111V.
Mr. Sanborn has had experience as a
public.
eit \ government of ltangor lias again refused
I
atcrcr to the public, and will be found an obliging
•«t*niit to a vote of the riti/ens the question ol and popular landlord.
l■» tin Winterport railroad.
I.iout. (ieorge It. Bakeman, of the revenue scri*
she pa rd has hern appointed Postmaster vice, has been ordered to the steamer Lincoln, at
)
N rlh
\ppli ton. \ i*a .Mars 1
Shepard re- ! San Francisco.
11

The steamer Cambridge has been thoroughly reItoutW' l! orders the sal* of S.'»,uo(I.O(M) no\atcd
and provided with everything needful for
1
til l the pur. lea
of' Ssju'io.imw of governd Solid' ill .1 U In*.
| the comfort of passengers. Mr. Wasgatt, who has
charge of the clerk’s otiice, informs us that he will
nou
<msidi r* d doui>ttnl whether eongress |
in future open the other at noon on the days of sailii us 1 >y the middle of.Juh
ing from Boston, so that passengers coming on
Portland \ nti-liailroad < onsolidation Meethoard at any time thereafter can secure ticket# and
otmd up Friday evening l»v adopting the resthat
on<o!idation and • hanga of gauge keys to their rooms. This will be a great accom1mbreach * f faith to our 1‘rovineial neigh- modation.
Lady passengers having money or
owl dangerous to the State: and appointed a 1 valuables can leave them in
charge of Mr. Wasgatt,
nutter o| twciitv -one to oppose it
who will lock them up in his safe until called for.
mi* trouble between the pastor ami trustee* of
An excellent feature of the boat is the attractive
;
Imreii in Nt >\ York ied to a free tight last Tables set bv Mr.
Hyer, the steward.
la\ night, in which several of the brethren
Mr. Barker, ot the livery stable, experienced a
e\ ei civ poiimlcd.
The poiiee interfered.
big disgust on Monday. The previous day a young
s
Ilollowas aged 14. w;i- fatally stabbed man set out with one of bis teams, to
enjoy the da\
V<.
'I ol k
dm .las
iti!'Id lo lo cpii Nolan,
and gaze on tin* beauties of nature. About three
i I...
oVluck next morning he appeared on fool, h ading
a\ u l.o wi-In--\
..iijiliiiiml tin- (Quakers
mud hiltiM-lf a It.-I William iVmi, which lie the horse, followed by the remaim of tin* chaise—
lli»* broken, bruised, crushed aiiduttcrl) forlorn a
ii l iltBill <%»ui 11.
<
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indebted t«»the Mi*--r.-. Laupher, w hose
•.idling establishment we last Mimmcr visited and
a
ril'ctl. for Mime specimens of their spring
catch.
Wi

County

Ian A I. M K1CS.

&o.

and

City.

iiow tin* guui-letl old tree*,
A|.i. bl<• -><«m.With -i a- j.yrdiui.l- art il>-, k ,1 timi cinwia-.i,
Haunted by humming bird Hint r.eking b,i-.
A ml mug 1 ta il v.l.tr- «.n tin* ,-t illness round,
lu ten,hr eyes* that .m\v tin- sin*vv> i.iil
other blossoms

'M

ai

feet

mu

11 .at

are

I in -anguine <• ardener who promised us green
peas the I At it ot done, has a-ked for an extension of

A**. 1<>.

thirty days.
The hall over our ottice is now used for a military
drill room. It i-iCt quite .so bad as velocipedes.

stial <l«> i!n-i gio’.e, and all
deathlew* glories >1 a tdileh-.'S crown

On liuwi-r-ctli

lie

I

faith has
barren

1-
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I »K
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tin
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days

tin

blooming
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W hat V4.
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1111
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ot
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soulless
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lutum

mu in- er

MvNIv

to hi -I

brings

thing-'.
again.

I Ml
I > *' 1 I V I
old. highly l<Ihlta-I, died :il

inday la-l. lb utaluin .M<mio. an
i, { an
ini. l|,;n m .at, /.on it
id. to.
n ihc
\ ugti-ia toad, *t the ripe age
•«
.'I,. Mom-.* w a- burn in 1T V *, in tin*
n-ar.vvn ‘.I Finland. 'I .lie removed in lsni to

-n*

Ihlla-t. travelling nn hor-eb irk from Augusta.
It an unbroken W ilderiirss, guided by spotted
and a bridle path. ""> primitive whs tin*
<uulry ilia! i! was witli eon-lderahle ditlieulty that

Ihi'.u

pa-turage lor hi- horse on hi- art i\ al. and
i-:o
.*luinod;ttoil by lb*f»erl W Idle, wIn* had etio-d
.n the pl.iet'
now oenipied
l»v lllooinlield
loin id

lion. .1 allies p. While was then an infant
Mi. M olll'o Io,*U Up a fanil. eleafi d
out brought it into cultivation, and lived upon it
the day ol hi-death. He married a -i<ter of the
White.
I lie

|ei udle.

Nathaniel M
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Fovvuei.and raised

and daughter.health, and

oils

until tin i
!<im
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ol

found

morning.

a

family of
a
man of

always
experienced

wa-

never

a

\!ivn»e age

-|lib

and

s-,

never

day’s
came

ii\,ni patalrallied, lb

I ain-dit, all ! of the most
a in .t (. ot e bee rill! telllp
i.oiuitelv retentive liielllol \ e. .||.a• li 111l!|,‘ Vl-lll1 h1
y<mlh aml mill'll* t r. .Mr. Monro was a l>em-

d ol

the old delf*

simian and Jacksonian sehuol,

whieh In- never swerved. In tin majority or
minority in tail ot hud weather. In- vv a- always at
on

support the calls** by his vote. For
b
v ve il's his nan e has been horde upon the stibr pi ion lid of tin- paper.
Full ol years lie has
his grave h aving tin* reputation of a
sum- to
ih .roughly honest and upright
iti/en, and the fra*
ilu

polls

to

A romance in the army is (he title given to
lie billowing story of the domestic troulties
oi Col
i; ,1 Hailey, by the N
V
A
Sun.
eoiuuill is ilevoteil to the evidence ililillteeil
i'ofire a emir!-martial, which for 111" past
two week-, lias lieen
investigating a charge
against the Colonel for unlawfully procuring
a ilivoree from his wile, of whom lie was oft-

In vain,

The couple were
married in Wilmington, Del., in IStis, where
the Colonel at that time was stationed. A
few weeks afterwards he was detailed to Fort
Warren, in Hoston Harbor, his bride accompanying him. Here, by her winsome ways,
tlie young wife won every liearl, and, as the
Colonel asserts, she found too near a friend
in the person of a dashing and handsome
Lieutenant, with whom she daneed and flirted, at which the husband naturally became
So suspicious did he become,
yen jealous.
that lie at last forbade bis wife from leaving
her apartments, and even ordered her meals
to be served in tier room, and, according to
her statements, lie forced her to confess a lie
land agree to a mutual separation. Within
[two months, however, a reconciliation was
! effected through the influence of army olllwho were desirous of hushing up the
j vers
scandal.
Col. Hailey met his wife at the
I house of Kev. Mr Cushing, the Principal of
|'.In Aubiirndale Seminary, where a benediction vv as pronounced, a blessing invoked, and
j both agreed to live in peace and harmony,
within a weel. Col. Hailey again became
i jealous, and privately got a divorce form the
Delaware Legislature. Subsequently the act
was rescinded by a unanimous Mite of both
houses, and she now claims support as a lawful wife. The charges are preferred again-t
Col. Hailey by lien. Sherman, for “conduct
unbecoming an officer and a gentleman,”
and the specifications are desertion from ami
lefusal to support his lawful wife, and other
scandalous conduct. The end is not yet.
en

within and for the

tv

sav

The Cupper Mowers
Are
some

to be equal in all and superior in
to any other Machine before the public.

Call and See Them.
special attention

to

A.-' being ahead of anything of the kind in tin market’
and not equalled in flu* world,
tin* <
Ho, 1 cuts a swath three and a hall
leot wide, has id-ineh driving wheels, weighs 500 pounds,
and has been designed expressly to be worked with one

I horse.
tin ai

pains have been taken to make it as perfect as
f possible in every respect, and to demonstrate that a

h.: made that will work as successfully with
two horse machine with two horses.
: ime horse
The horse walks by the side of the standing grass, in
I the track made l>v the swath-board, and lor this reason
is as easily guided as the horses are on a two-horse machine. ft is capable of cutting from one half to three
•pinners of an acre an hour with ease, without fretting
the horse, even in the hottest weather.
! This machine was first brought into the market in
lftfxi. Tor the harvest ot that year, lifty were built and
sold. The 1'irst Fremiiiiu fwold
at the
great trial held at Auburn, N. V., in duly of that year,
was awarded to it as the II«v«u >1 uclkino of it»
(lam.
1 he Oue*lflorie Clipiier %va» (lit* lightestdraught tludiiiio at the great trial of mowers held
| at Amherst, June, 18GU, by the New England Agriculturcan

as :i

The C'lii»|»«r Wo. *2 cuts a swath four feet wide, has
3o-inch dm ing wheels, and weighs 5.15 pounds.
This is a small, compact, and strong machine, and corresponds in size to the Wood, and that class of mowers
known as the Junior machines. It works equally well in
the heaviest grass and over the roughest ground.
Though light, it will be found very strong and durable.
! Weighing only 5 15 pounds, it is very easily handled, and
! will do more work, with greater ease to the team, than
| any other machine having the same length of bar.
| This machine has been carefully improved and strengthcnod lor the harvest of 1870, and we now confidently re[ commend
it to those who desire a small two-horse mowI
! er. as unequalled by any in the market.
The Clipper HTo. .’I cuts a swath four and a quarter
inch driving-wheels and weighs »»7.5
feet wide, has
I

j

| pounds.

the pioneer ot the Clipper
and
embodies the principles from which the other sizes are
constructed. Though it has been considerably modified
in detail, the principles first adopted remain unchanged.
The universal testimony in their favor is proof that
they are adapted to the wants of the farmers everyIt

|
!

was

where.
The C

!

MANirACTUUKli

E. SPENCER &

J

MOST

excessively jealous.

I

Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and a ye,must
paid for. |
In this city, on the ,Mth, iust. George Collins aged :H

years,

s

months and li»

days.

ARRIVED.
Schs Helen Maria, Prince. Portland; MaMay
zurka, Kimball, Boston.
in. Sch .lack Downing. Patterson, Bangor.
a.
8chs Gen. Meade, Cunningham. Boston, lyro,

ni memory of a good man.
fhe honor of being tin* oldest riii/cu now belongs
r
Untie 1 Peek, who iV cal's ol age.
Among
; .-i aged citizens are.lolm*,. Prow n, Ml; John
Th" Itnmswick Telegraph bus heard of nothin"
n
i
Nathaniel Uuruey, i that so fully illustrates the tearful decadence in our
l.'s*',. Peter W in-ow
Tied, uv Ihf'c women who have lived almost navigation as the testimony of sundry ofthe Briniswirk shipmasters before the court held in Portland,
Mr-. John P.rowii, hh. Mr-.
eiiturv each, viz:
last week. The captains were called m testify in
: Mrliobert Patti r-on. !»_*.
the ease of the town vs. the 1’. & K. liailroad i o.,
Ferguson.
and as is customary when a witness takes the stand,
the lirst gentleman called was asked, “What is
on I'uesday \v. had the pleasure of seeing a rare
His reply was, "I am a gentlevour business T:
vhihition of the treasures of the deep at the ti^h man loafer,” The next witness replied to ttie
tahh-hlneut oft rosby A Ja wis. A dozen splen- question, “1 tend babies, and feed the liens.” The
to the same question, “1
!«
iliiion, just from the waters of the Penobscot, third shipmaster replied
have no business, tmt I have got the rheumatism."
turned oj.iln ii -i!\*r\ side*., surrounded by lob- It is
perfectly obvious that something must he
l! was a sight to make done to remedy this state of things, for what is true
i'
"diisli. halibut. Ac
of
is equally true of other parts of the
Brunswick
ai.
|.i an laugh right out. When looking at the
State.
iit'l ailw a\ grounds, our friends can enjoy
d< ;"i!
,i
ight by stepping in and viewing these splendid
A IJpehtion in’ Many Homes. The tine times
li-k, or their sm I'f-Mna licit will be eouiiiiir along when we could till lice on the fat of the hind have
in regular and unfailing order. The \• '•sel- of the gone by, perhaps never to return. Of late, the
iiurstion how to obtain the largest amount of
tii iu come in regularly front tin fishum ground'
wholesome, palatable nourishment at the lowest
ill
Ac.,
ice.
halibut.
with eargoes of.end,
possible price, has been earnestly discussed in
We b arn that I tea. Nathaniel Stowers, one of the thousand of American homes. The introduction
of Ska Moss F a ki n k as a national food staple, solves
most prominent merchants of Stockton, has been
that problem. From no other article under the
two
tor
siekness
bis
house
conlined to
nearly
by
sun can the same amount of delicious fare be ob'Ihc custards, CharmoHths, and lii-s friends regard hi- reeovery as tained for the same cost.
lottes, jellies, puddings, Ac., made from it. are “lit
doubtful.
for Juno when she banquets;” ami as a clarifier
f Kaii.icuai* Ih ms. Tin* eargo of the Jvalos is lor refining cider and other fermented potables, it
liiwi.
than half landed. The iron is of superior | has no equal. The Sea Moss Faiunk Co., who
for the article, have their central
own the
sunlit) Track-laying will begin in a few days, as depot at patent
oil Park Place, New York, and within
soon :e- Hie plate.- and bolts for joining the bars are
twelve months they have established a business of
received. Ties have been distributed for several immense magnitude and importance.

tin*
May in
h>r

M. MORROW, named Executor, in a cerJ. tain instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament ov John Beckett, late of Seursmont, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will
for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Morrow, give notice to all persons interested by causing a
copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
at
that
Journal, printed
Belfast,
they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten ol
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved approved and allowed.
A S A T11 LT RI ■() UG11, J udge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. :hvlo

The Scientific Principle

They

From whom they
not supplied to

■

j

The iron «£(*, for the first
.miles along the line.
Don't Dye, but use a bottle or two of that inthree miles will l»e forwarded on light ears drawn comparable article known as Nature's Hah: Reit makes the head feel so good.
storative.
by horses, when the regular eonstruetion train, Procter Bros., sole proprietors,
Gloucester,
The Mass. Sold everywhere. See advertisetnen. 2w4G.
drawn b> a locomotive, will be put on.
freight depot is all completed except clap-boarding.
BUST THING FOR COSTIN VNESS. Dtt. Har1 he engine-home frame is up, and the building will
rison's Peristaltic Lozenges are warranted in
be finished in a few weeks. The massive turn- I all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum, Dysafter eating. Sour
table, framed of oak, is ready to be put into place. j pepsin, such as Oppressions
i Stomach, Spitting of Food, also Headache, DizziThe hearing by the County Commissioners,inn ; ness, Pain m the Back aud Loins, Sick Headache,
the question of damages on land taken and to be Coated Tongue, and Billiousness. For sale at No.
1 Trcmont Temple, Boston, by E. A. Harrison ,vtaken for railroad purposes, below Holt’ wharf, <
'u.. Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for
has been adjourned to July l t
timid
(iO cents.

Mazurka:

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.
rilllK

attention of persons making investment o*
Jl money is called to the above very desirable security
the Bonds run lor twenty years, at six per cent, in!1i
est i*1 gold, and are secured upon the roadbed of the
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thousand
dollars
l'he whole amount ol these bonds to be issued
is limited to one hundred aud lilty thousand dollars,
each bond bearing a certilicate of one of the trustees
that it i: a portion ot the said limited amount.
The money markets of the world do not present a
better oi safer security.
These bonds are now olfered tor sale on liberal terms.
\V. T. COLBURN, Treasurer.
Apply to
-Lit /
Belfast, June 1, lbiu,

HOTEL.

h»*

undersigned takes pleasure in informing
public that he has leased lor a term of years
the NEW PUBLIC HOUSE
the corner o! Main
and l'leaaant streets, In this city and will conduct the
the

under the

name

of

“THE SANBORN HOUSE."
Said house is located near the foot ot Main street, in the
business portion of the city, and but a lew steps from
the depot of the B, & M. L. K. K.
It is a new and commodious house, with good rooms—
all furnished and furnished in modern style, and travellers and guests will receive every attention and accommodations to be found at other first class hotels,
A good Stable is connected with the house where
teams will receive the best of care at ail times.

J.
Belfast, June 1, 1870.

NOT
<

SANBORN, Jr.
*-.'ino847
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Franklort, respect-

fully represent that the public convenience
quire the making of a portion of the County

does not
r
road a.laid by the Commissioners in Frankfort mar Peirce &
Howe’s (Quarry, in the tall of
but would be convened by discontinuing said portion and accepting u piece
as made and used now by the public, belonging to said
Peirce & Howe.
We therefore pray your Honors to view tin* same and
make the change.
CPT< )N I KLAT, it e> others.
Frankfort, April c», ls;o.

STATE OF MAINE.
Wau»o,

Term,

ss.

A. U. ltsTO.

County Commissioners’ Court, April

78

|

duponcos

GOLDEN

PILL.

Iniallible in correcting irregularities, and removing obstructions ol tin* monthly periods.
It is over t'ort\
these now so well known pills were first
years since
brought to notice by Dr. Duponco, ot Paris, during
which time they have been extensively and succeastuID
use*! by some ol the leading physicians, with
ed success. Ladies iu poor health, either married or
single, sullering 1mm any ol the Complaints peculiar to
Females, will liud the Duponco Holden Pills invaluable,
vi/,, Deueral Debility, Headache, Faintness, Loss ol
Appetite, Mental Depression, Pain In the Buck and
Limbs, Pain in the Loins, Bearing-down Pains, Palpitation ol tin- Heart, Betained, Kxcesslve, Irregular or
Painful Menstruation, Bush oi'Blood to Head, Dizziness,
Dimness of Sight, Fatigue on any slight exertion, and
particularly that most annoying, weakening ailment, so
common among Females, both married aud single, the
Leucorrlnea or Whites. Females in every period ot life
will tind Duponco’s Pills a remedy to aid nature in the
discharge ol its functions. They invigorate the debilitatand strengthening the
ed and delicate, and by
system, prepares the youthful constitution tor the duties
ot liie, aud when taken by those in middle life or old
age they prove a pel b et blessing. There is nothing in
the pills that can do injury to life or health. Sale in
their operation, perpetual in their happy intluences upon
the Nerves, the Mind and the entire organization.
N. II. UOWK. Propiielor, H. V.
ALYAH LI 1 TLKFIFiLD, Boston, Agent, N. F. States.
Ladies by enclosing $1 by mail will have the Pills sent
funos47
I confidentially to any address.
MOLD IB V A Lli llllU-<ilST».

unparallef-

Main

WM. P. BURRILL & CO

St.
In

all

Belfast.

the

HKKMIIU.%ii

regulating

NOTICE.
hereby caution all persons against purchasing a note
of hand given by me t) Abner Brown of iiwanville,
amounting to seventy dollars and dated May
1870,
as there was never any value received.

I

Bv

i

Discovery!

A Farm, situate in
on the
siiore road, six miles from Belfast, and
one Irorn Saturday rove, containing
about fifty acres ot land; cuts about I
tons of hay; a
pasture; well fenced,
plenty of water an orchard ana cranberry'bog. and h
pleasant locatiou. A house, barn and out building-.
The above will be sold at u bargain, Apply to the «u!.
scriber on the premises.
F. A. D1CKFA
ti>.*
Northport, April 4, Wo.

SUBSCKIItKK having discovered a are and
lor those troublesome pest',

X. speedy reined)

O

OHNS.

ilisdosi' tlu* 'cervt ol the remedy,
50 Cents. Aiidm.-j
Will

WM.

tt4'

receint u(

on

Northport,

~

A SURE CURE FOR CORNS.

CLAYTON,
VINAL HAVEN, Mane.

MAINE

City of Belfast.
LH lor

collecting
lor this municipal year, will he received
IXKOPOSA
.1
at 7 o’clock P. M.

day

une

the

l

axes

ol

this city,
uutil Mon-

nth, 1*>7U,

All proposals must he sealed and deposited with the
Pit) Clerk, on >r bidore said date, and the Council rethe right to accept or reject the same as they deem
lei the interest ol the city.
l’.r (inter,
.11 ill.N
Belfast, May 's.\, l*;o.

11.

i^l (Min

INSURANCE (U)MIVVN\

City Clerk.

g\v4o

3

Office, No.
STATE
\Vai.h«»
said

To

ss:

OF MAINE.

Ea»> Eiul

Johu A. Brackett of Lineolnvilie, in

HKKLAS, JOHN A, BRACKLTT, uud six other
persons, IVw owners, in the Union Meeting-house
at Lineolnvilie Beach, having
applied to me, David Howe
one
of the Justices oi the Peace in aud lor said
I'iS'P,
County o'. Waldo, requesting me to issue a warrant di

\\7
v T

reeled to one ol said applicants directing him to call a
meeting of the Pew owners in said house, according to
law. to act upon the following objects, to wit
l.
1 o choose « Moderator to preside at said
meeting.
1 o choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
•'*.
To choose a Treasurer lor the ensuing year.
4. To see what method the Pew owners will take to
repair the house,
..
lo choose a Committee to assess a tax on Pews to
pay lor repairs,
0. To choose a Committee t>.» make the repairs.
And you are hereby directed to notily a meeting ol
said l*e\v owners according to law. to be held at the
Meeting-house atoresaid in said town on the -„*0th day of
June next, at six o’clock in me atternoon, tor the

This

Liven under my hand at said Liucolnvilie, this twenty
third day ot May, lsro.
DAVID liOWK, Justice ol the Peace.
Pursuant tt> the foregoing warrant to iik- directed. I
have notitied said persons to meet at tlie time aud plaee,
lor the
aforesaid.
Datedpurpose
at Lineolnvilie, this twenty-third day oi May.
ISru.
ivvIt*
JOHN A. HKACIvKTT.

Companv, chartered by the last Legislature
Maine with u guarantee lund of

Filry

ot

Thousand Dollars,
ol its charter, is now
provisions
to transact

in accordance with the

ready

M A KINK
on

the mutual

INKUliANC 1'
i»lan, and will write upon

Hulls, Freights
upon the nior*!

,

pur-!

pose aloresaid.

Exchange Block,

Kicuilu»lt«i44 liririfc**

BANGOR, ME.

County, Uretting

and

Oargoos,

lavorable

Phis being a MUTUAL
cruing trom the business will
the assured.

terms.

Company,

tiie profits
returned annually

act >

lHIU’.t Vi >U1

:

I

Gkoruk W. L:vi>i•
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and chemically com*
bined, and so strongly concentrated from roots, herbs,
and barks, that its good effects arc realized immediately
after commencing to take it. There is no disease of the
human system tor which the V EGFTINK cannot be used
with i‘KHfkct safety, us it does not contain any metalFor eradicating all impurities of the
ic
blood from the sytteui, it has no equal. It has never
failed to offect a cure, giving tone and strength to the
system debilitated by disease.
'its wonderful effect upon these complaints is surprising to all. Many have been cured by the VEGKTINF
who have tried many other remedies. It can well be
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D M. HOWARD,
Bangor, April .7, 1*70.

Purely Vegetable.

and each ot the other notices to
be thirty days before the time appointed tor said view,
that all may appear and b« heard it they think proffer.
Attest-S. L. M1LLIKF.N, Clerk.
Copy f Petition and Order ot Court.
Attest —S. L. Ml LI J K ION, Clerk.

BELFAST.

BUHUILL, tt ro,

ltast, April ,'ti, Wo.

Farm For Sale

Great Medical

County, said publication

AMERICAN HOUSE

IIOXE.

\V. 1’.

with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk of the town of
Frankfort, and by posting up the same in three public

lor

Styles,

of

rrry

west side of l'henlx How. over Black
Straw Factory
These Trunks are o lie red to the public at wholesale (<r
retail, and as cheap as they cau be purchased m Boston
They are warranted :o suit. Trunks and Valises made
to order.

BF.LFAST,

ri^UK

Manufacture ot

Varieties au<l
titF

places iu said town, and by publishing the same in the
Republican Journal a public Newspaper published in said

Auction at my Office, in Belfast, iu said District, on Wednesday the eighth day of June, A. D. 1870, at ten o’clock,
A. M., certain portions ol said Bankrupt's estate, to wit:
Certain books and debts ot S. O. Thurlow & Co., and ot
said Bankrupt, ot an estimated value of $500, described
in Schedule a—(2) subject to an assignment to James
White, ot said Belfast, to secure him for said Bankrupt 's
liabilities to him. and for his liabilities on account of
sain Bankrupt, the balance due from said Bankrupt to
him as per his account rendered, being about ijUnoTou.
Also, said Bankrupt's interest in his homestead in said
Belfast, as described in Schedule B—(1) Inventory, being his right or supposed right to a deed upon certain
conditions from the estate ot Thomas Marshall,deceased,
(Subject to said incumbrance thereon.
Joski*iI Williamson, Assignee.
~wr»
Belfast, May 1«‘», 1870.
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Have commenced the

aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations interested by serving an attested Copy of said Petition

3 FOX,.Judge of the District Court ol the United
1>
the District ot Maine, 1 shall sell at public
.States

avail themselves ot

In order to

K A11. HO A1

foregoing petition,
meet at (leorge
ONCommissioners
the •J.'sth
of June

BIIKBI'PTCV.
iiV CllAKLKS C. CHARY, Auctioneer.
In the matterol SAMUKL (». THURLOW, Bankrupt.
Y OK 1>KIt OF T11F. HONORABLE EDWARD

at

TRUNKS!

the

YOl'R ORDERS EARLY.

C ollars

Paper

Cuffs, Neck Ties, &e.,

and

These goods
lyrtti

any puce.

proved approved and’allow-

be held at Rellast,within and tor said Counon the second Tuesday ot .June next, at ten ot the
clockbelore noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why
the prayei ot said petition should not be granted.
ASA I'll LRL >1011 Judge
Atruecopy. Attest- 1 P. Fm.n, Register. :iv\ l*.
bate

fine assortment of the best ot

a

High Si.. Bflia-r.

Ordered, That the County
11. Peirce’s in
Frankfort, on
day
next, at lo o’clock
M
A.
&
BAKER.
and
thence
view
set forth in
;
to
the
route
MATHEWS
proceed
WOODS,
the Petition; immediately alter which at some convenA*.r.NTs, lihi-KAST, Main*:. ient
place in the vicinity, a hearing of'the parties and
their witnesses will be had, and such further measures
taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall judge
A Card to the Ladies. proper. And it is further Ordered, That notice ot the
time, ph.ee and purposes ot the Commissioners’ meeting
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No. 10, Williamson’s Block,

sons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and ior said
County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if
any they have,
same

can
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Cut,

ISAAC ALLARD,
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for

County

for Probate.
Ordered, That the

SHIRT

cannot he sl1 it passed.
( AL HON.—None
genuine unless
mark <> stamped on every frame.

LADIES to send

all the MEN FOLKS and get

THEIR FINISH AND DURABILITY

Probate Court held at Beltast, within and for the
Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May in
our Lord 1870.
milOMAS ALBERT SAWYER, named Executor in
X a certain instrument purporting to be the last will
and testament of John Sawyer, late of Knox, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will
At

I also wish the

Mounted in the Finest Manner,

are

ISTotice.

Special

In frames of the best <iuality, of all materials used for
that purpose.
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r,

or

Aii: Nnllri'. is
HIM. U 11.1, ill

•

Belfast & Moosehead Lake B, II,

same

Mn

cradle.
purchaser will be allowed to work tin* machine
in grain or grass om- half day, on trial; and in case anything proves defective, due notice must lie given us. or
the agent Irom whom it was bought,and time allowed to
send a person to put it in order. It then the machine
cannot be made to work, from fault in itself, it may be
If immkihreturned and the money will be refunded.

A FIRST CLASS INVESTMENT.

NEW

Hi),so
r

Thk Ci UM'i.uas ,i Muivk.k and Ukait k is warranted
to be of light draught, and to cut grass or grain in a
workmanlike manner—equal to the best work with

SAILED.

j

11 .00
T..5, to

neck-yoke, whittle-trees, two complete
knives, two connecting rods, two extra knife sections,
coldone extra guard or linger, screw'-wrench, punch
eliisel, oil can .did ri\ ets.
WAKliA.X VY.

JO. Sch Win. McCobb, Smith, New York.
June 1. Sch Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston.

I

$1‘>.5,00

Two-horse,
Large,

117///

Hart, Bangor.

./

41

FOLLOWS

livery

POlir or Ilft'LFAM'I\

May i'J. Schs Ida Morton, Cottrell, Boston
Kimball, Bangor.
:H. Sch Win. McCobb, Smith, Bangor.
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SHIP NEWS.

PERFECT, Lowest Price for Cash!

the human e ye ever known,
1 hey are ground under their own
supervision, from
minute Cry stal 1'ebbles, melted together, and derive their
name, “Diamond," on account of their hardness and

On which they are constructed
brings the core or centre
ot the lens directly in front of the eye.
producing a clear
and distinct vision, as in the natural,
healthy sight and
preventing all unpleasant sensations, such as glimmering and wavering of sight, dizziness, &e., peculiar to all
others in use.

Probate Court held at Bedfast, within and
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
the year of our Eord A. 1). l3?o.

CUT ami

ho

Natural, Artificial help to

riDWAUl) BRIDGES, Executor of the estate of
Jeremiah Crockett, late of Seursmont, in said
1
County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented his first
account of executorship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a l’robate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said County,
on the second Tuesday oi June next, at ten of the
clock,
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not fie allowed.
ASA Till KEOrC.II, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
;;wl'»
u

will
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CO., N. Y.,

\V Inch arc now ollered to the
public, are pronounced
all the celebrated Opticians of the World to be the

MARY

No.
No. 2—I
No. 1—1 l-'.‘

In Stockton, by John G. Bowen Es«pk Cupt. Ezra L,
Blanchard to Airs. Mary d. Keen, both ol Stockton.

1*.Y

J
(live
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i—i l-.‘ ft. cut. One-horse,

MARRIED.

Knobby, Genteel £ Modest Styles

THE DIAMOND GLASSES,

Lincolnvillc,

a Prob.ito Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May
A. D. 1370,

the
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Mr. IIa/eltine lias a pair of very beautiful ami
i..iv
inging birds from Florida.

down

wish

house; painter,

At the April term of the Supreme Court in
IVimfwcut county, Ceorge 1L Bakcman and wife,
formerly of this city, were divorced, on application

t\
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For GENTLEMEN’S

CULLNAN,

The Belfast Livery Company have ju-t put into

Baudot ami

ow-t in

best

/

their stock several very handsome carriages from
the 1'nfm Manufactory.

named Bennett, be-
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Belfast,

ed.
ASA THURLOUGil. Judge.
lipper H'o. 4 cuts a swath four and a half or
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fn-.i.u, Register.
w m
feet wide, has .'a* inch driving-wheels, and weighs
| ~j0 pounds. No harvester ever before offered to the pub- At a Probate Court held at
and
tor
within
the
Belfast,
lic has met such perfect success as this machine. Aside
County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot May in
[from the general excellence of the Clippers, one reaof
our
the
Lord
lS7o.
year
j son lor the great success of this machine may be found
in the fact that we have been able to construct, a large
LONGFELLOW, widow of Nathan LongMrs. G. 11. Winxkit.
machine with high wheels, which at the same time, is
Very respectfully,
fellow, late of Palermo, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition that AdministraMils. Belcher. Spending last summer with my light in weight and of very easy draught
Farmers who have used machines with both small and tion on said deceased’s estate may be granted to E, Namother-in-law, Mrs. .1. M, Barker who lives at Island
appreciate the important advantages of than Longfellow.
Falls, 1 had a chance to test your medicine and tind it | large wheels,when
combined with light weight and conOrdered, That the said Mary, give notice to all persons
large wheels,
all it is recommended, and 1 wish to try it again.
I
interested by causing a copy ot this order to be publishsequently light draught.
send you live dollars for six bottles. Direct tu Mrs S,
ed
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
flip
wheels
cause
it
to
run
more
large
steadily,
especiA. Barker, Union House, fhornton, N. II.
sp:im40
ally over rougli and boggy ground, and make it the printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
easiest machine for the driver as well as for the team.
Court, to bo held at Belfast, within and for said <bounty,
It has been demonstrated by a number ot dynamometer on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
before
that
the
Ho.
4a
four
and
a
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
tests,
('Upper
cutting
And take no other. See that the portrait ol Dr. Clarke
half or even a live foot swath, is of lighter draught than prayer ot said petitioner should not be granted.
is upon the label ol each bottle. No other is genuine. the small machines ol other builders which cut ouly
ASA Til URL0LG1I, Judge. ,1 hey are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, ttsp
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
;wf
four feet.
An ordinary pair of light horses will work this machine through the day, cutting a lour and a halt or a five At a Probate Court field at
Belfast, within ami lor the
M. A
toot swath w ah the greatest ease.
County oi Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May in
This, as No. a, is made also a combined machine by
the year of our Lord A. D. 187u.
attaching to it a dropper, to cut a swath five or six feet
W. BABB AGE, widow of Ebon G. Bab-I
in width.
bage, late of Isleboro, in said County of Waldo, j
These Clippers besides possessing the points of excelPAl*ER 11 ANGING, GRAINING, G LA/lN(i, W111 i’E
found in some other two-wheeled machines, have, deceased, having presented a petition that Administralence
WASHING, ENAMELLING AND VARNISHING.
tion on said deceased’s estate may be granted to Janu s
in addition,
many valuable and important features disPapering and Painting 1’ront Entry's, Parlors ami Sit
tinctly and peculiarly their own, among which are the Dodge.
Ordered, That the said Martha gi\e notice to all perting Rooms intuit* ft specialty.
following
A Patent Runner-shaped (xut-Steel finger Par; a sons interested by causing a copy of thiorder to be
GRAINING WITH “MACHINE” IN OIL.
Patented Finger, forged irom cast-steel, with point and published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal
that they may appear at a
printedtoatbe Belfast,
n^-All work done in the best manner. Orders h it on cutting edge tempered; an improved Outside Shoe, with Probate Court,
held at Belfast, within and for said
in Adjustible Track Board; an inside as well as Outside
Slate promptly at:ended to.
on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten ot
County,
iron, light, strong and every way su- tin* clock before
Shop in next building North of New England House, Shoe ot malleable
noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
perior to the east-iron shoe; a Knife Head, with broad
II14W II Me., llelltHi, Maine.
the prayer of ‘••aid petitioner should not'be granted.
Jmos.'i'Jp
hearings and ;i ball and socket joint a Wooden Connect why
A.8A TIIFRLOI GII. Judge.
elastic
and
the
not
liable
to
break
Rod,
ing
light,
strong,
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Regi-ter.
3wF>
lUllV VOtX<* U %\
knife or knife head ; a Cutting Apparatus, so connected to
the
frame
that
it
be
to
the
should procure h copy of the new medical work entitled
muy
brought instantly
very
roots ol the grass, or elevated so as to cut. high or pass At :i Probate Court held at Ucllast, within and lor the
THE SCIENCE OK LI EE, or SELF-PKESEK V A
County oi Waldo, on tin* second Tuesday of May
TloN,’ by Dr. A. H. Hayes, of Boston, author ot over boggy and stony ground; a strong Iron Frame,
A. D. 1S7U.
which encases the gearing and shafting. The Draft so
“Sexi ai. Fhymolouy or’ Women and Her DisI’Ll
1TKK
the
make
the
as
to
lightest
running
y
applied
Pea non
Joi rnai. oiS. NIClvKRSON,Creditor ot Nathaniel Mureases,” and Editor ol the
II ka l. llThis book will teach the young how to avoid ; mower in the world. The materials and workmanship
rey, late of Swanville, in said County of Waldo,
that make it the most durable, and
dangerous diseases, and from it also the middle-aged and i are of a character
deceased,
having
presented a petition that lie may be
those more advanced in lile may liiul the way to a re- | consequently the cheapest machine to buy.
appointed Administrator on said deceased estate.
storation ot a prostrated system to active health. 1( is
Ordered, That the said Nickerson give notice to all
tii i:< til11» ft: it >i a c ii i h i: n Ait l
the result ol deep study and extensive practice, and may j
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
miiif or rot it iiiFFEitcxT ni/.i:m. published three weeks
he relied upon. See advertisement of Peabody Medical
successively in the Republican
Institute in another column.
•Journal,
printed at Relfast,that thoy’may appear at a Prosplm-hi
At
i*n tut Sami. I'Mfott.M Pkini iplk, and Dk

flit* young man whose death wo noticed last week
wa- losiah Veazie, and not Cyrils, as stated,
lit*
died on tie* passage from San Fraueisco to Hong

Friendship, in 5\nox enmity.

tnvvn til

Timothy

Lake Railroad. They eonstitute the very
now ottered in the money market.

uMilllOlO, Il l- In (.*11 upA-r iMant .Mal-lnd. to take the eensu-

«1 t

member of

security

ii-trit t composed ol that part oi Waldohero,
< liter Island, and
ni'l ill tIn* .Metitiinah Bis*.

in

a

Invalid.

October

COUNTY.

WALDO

al Society.

sufl'erer for seven years
belore 1 kuew about your Medicine. I had no laith. lor
I had tried various kinds ol Medicines aud several Physicians, and was only relieved for a short time. I will
cheerfully say to you and the public. I have tried this
valuable Female Medicine, and experienced a cure, without the aid ol Supporters, from three bottles.

which, with the Fhenix Lodge, turned out
about one hundred of the brethren.

ouldn't l*e it-eih

v\
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an

Randolph, Mass.,

Mrs. Belcher—I had been
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n

•utli to .i,.t

Tuesday

Tin* remains of (Jeo. \V Collins, who died last
week, were buried with Masonic honors on Sun-

W'lntteinoiv. .he Smith < aroiiua <arpt t hagger,
s\■ oiMi hi:
m !n-*t at in < ongres-, i- sure
e-ei<. te,l. it i- ini|mt'<»r tlie party in
limit
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on

jClear
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OF

to you that if you intend to buy a
this season, we can give you a better
trade than any other agent in the county.
We

JOURNAL.

give

'hank- lor | hi Mie doeu- / Attention i- called to the advertisement of the
First Mortgage Bonds of the Belfast and Moos»*h**ad

on:

nl'.

...

ot|i<

day.
iilooiiv nut with

->

looking rernalKahis Well.

ja

iohn l

11
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■
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FOR THK

THIS WONDFKFIJL MEDICINE,made from an Indian Keceipe, is entirely vegetable. and is a certain cure.
By inclosing a three cent postage stump, I will send you
testimonials. Manufacturmy Circular, which will
ed ami sold by Mrs. Linus Belcher, Randolph, Mass.
Sold by S. C. Goodwin & Co., llanover Street, Boston,
and by all Di uggists,
1’KICF -Oxr Dollar per bottle.

a

F\cn the
morning.
monkey that solieited copper- seemed t«» apologi/c
for ii- "hahhiness.

j»ii*k her

tii

1

very lino ami '-heap.

that vexed the air

extra vacant,

ill have tn

\S

are

opposite. Hut it was musical compared
with tie* droning, rickety, ramshackle hand-organ
p!

nil ot a < u
I i\ lit. -lied .Mr.
11,<
.Mrl.i!! ol drev-e- hint ami n-

disagreed. I’laintitr
t trv again.

ally,

Probate Court held at

in said County oi
Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and final account of Administration on said estate tor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order ro be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,within and lor said County,on the second Tuesday of June next,at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, if any
have, why the
same should not be proved approved and allowed.
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.d, Register. 3w45
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Cure for Female Weakness

vn Mom lay afternoon
dog, raged for transportation, kepi up a melancholy howling from the cx-
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The Confessions of

in

Si-

PRK'EM

BLIS1JED FOR TilK BENEFIT OF YOUNG
NIKN, ami others who suli'er Irom Nervous Debility,
etc., supplying the means of self-cure. Written by one
who euivil himself, and sent tree on receiving post-paid
directed envelope. Address,
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR. Brooklyn N. Y.
fun 42.
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County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May
A. 1). 1870.
T
K DUNCAN, Administrator of the estate of J
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Salt Pork.
$.12 to
7 to h
1.50 to o.oo Mutton per lb,
Kyt* Meal,
1 10 to 1.25 Lamb per lb,
17 to 00
live,
1.30 to 00 turkeys, per lb.
25 to ::o
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Kathy,
uo to 00
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Heann,
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!*■ Hi to l*
(»at a,
00 to
05 hay per ton,
35 to 00
$ t .50 to 00
I'otunua,
10 to
Dried Apple*,
to its
12 Washed Wool,
26 to 28
0.00 to 0.00 ITnwashed Wool
Cooking, dt
20 to
•to to 00
But tor,
22 Pulled Wool,
20 tO
22 Hides,
o to Oo
10 to 17 Call Skins,
Iti to 00
Kgg*.
20 to
22 Sheep Skins,
f.oto $l
1 .ard,
io to
n Wood, hard,
$0,00 to 8
Bool,
$1.00 to 0
Apples,Baldwin ,0.00 to 0.00 Wood, soft,
1 t«)
1 to 0
00 Dry Pollock,
Veal,
ft to 10 I Straw,
1 >ry Cod
$8 to lo
0.00 to Oo
Clovt r Seed
17 to 20 herds Grass,

ln*r>e attached to a job wagon standing opposite
otiice (»n Monduv morning, got frightened, ran
into ami overturned another wagon, ami started up
Main *-freef, scattering bags and boxes from the
load. H«* deposited the wagon near the post otiice,
and continued up the hill.- The runaway team be-

v<*»I
II., ha- |(1 »t
in payment ol tin- | • rin-

N

gal.

i lour,
Com Alivtl,

onr

liutvimaii'\

tor Probate.

At

Hllka.st, Wednesday, Juiu- l.-t, l>ru,

A

h '• i.;»l

ait-.M-r tin- i

7u cts per

H. L. LORD

FOR SIGHT IS PRICELESS! !

v

sales at
Mackerel—One fare of 100 bids has arrived from the
South the present week, the first of the season; not yet
sold. Pay are mostly out of the market. No change
from our last quotations.
Fresh Halibut—Last sales of Bank at $2 per cwt.
Georges $L .Smoked do—New, 7c per lb; old, f 1* a 0c
per lb,

Oil—Cod,

It!

Buy

Ordered, That the said Williams give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
•Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten ol
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
and allowed.
why the same should not beA proved
approved
A '1'III'lJf
Til
ASA
THUllLOUGH,
Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Fiki.d, Register. :;\vC>

GLOUCESTER FISH MARKET.
I From Cape Ann Advertiser.]
For the week ending May 20—Georges Codfish -Market
little dull and prices have slightly declined. We quote

■

n

JAMES

GET THE BEST AND THE CHEAPEST.

last

■

in "l

B, WILLIAMS, named Executor, in a certain instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament of Rosannali Dodge, late of Islcsboro, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will

Cannot

Money

A. D. 1870.

•

>

i !*•

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
on the second Tuesday ol May

a

County ot Waldo,

Thousands of Promising Youths, of both sexes,
go down to untimely graves, from general debility
and weakness, who might be saved bv fortifying
their systems with Iron. The Peruvian Syrup is
an Iron Tonic
prepared expressly to supply thS
vitalizing clement, and is the only preparation of
Iron that will assimilated once with the blood.

iar>

concern

Clipper Mowers!

State, that

I

Methodists in Kocklaml have just finished
the largest and finest ehurehes in lvnox

pent ot tin-

At

scientifically

compound.

We are now completing our stoek tor the Soring Mid
Summer oi 1870, and offer, in the NKWK.ST DE.SlUNN
and ot the most thorough construction, a vurietyot <-u
guilt Cabriolet*, Victoria*, ( uupsi, Plia*'tons. Top uutl Open llu^glr*. Jump Msui*
tin
k\ci rsivi.t \
Carryall*. Hunnhuiliui, A«
of our well-known Preble St. Factories. W
nave made great reductions In prices, and will sell lower
than any concern in the United States that sells fir-t
class carriages.—Prices uniform to all. 1 very carriage
we make is equal in every respect to those built to th«
order ot our most valued customers.

production

We also

keep

a

large aourtuieul of

LOW-PRICilD CAHRIAGKS,
J. C. ROBBINS informs his friends and
the public that iie has leased the above well
Swanville, May 25, 1870.
built expresily for us in Philadelphia, New Haven, aud
known establishment, where lie offers enter
Mass., tor sale at the very lowest rate-.
tainment to the travelling public,
is hereby given to the Stockholders in the
lie will thorough renovate the house, make
Eipr«t»», Grocers, and BuiIusm Wagou*
Belfast, and Moosehead Lake Kail Hoad Company
constantly on baud.
and every way contoriu to modern needs.
that the annual meeting will be held at the Court House
improvements
PROBATE
Ukmkmbek,—all persons denliny with us mil <r j>re
THE GREAT
The table will be supplied with till the delicacies that
in Belfast, on Wednesday July 0,1870, at 10 o’clock in
cisely what they Imrgain for.
can be procured,and special attention given to order and
the forenoon, to act upon the following matters, viz
We make a specialty oi
neatness in the sleeping apartments.
First. To hear the Reports of the Treasurer and DiTo the Honorable Judge ol Probate lor the County of
All the stages leaving the city take their departure
rectors of said corporation.
Waldo:
from this house. Coaches run regularly to the boats,
I’KEIMKED ItY
Second. To elect (*.») nine Directors for the ensuing
to any part ot the city or country.
year.
undersigned guardian of WILLIE PERRY & and guests conveyed
rpm:
tt
4t
1S70.
Third. To transact any other business that may propBelfast, May 10,
X Ralph I'orry, minor heirs of .John C. Terry, late of
Keep a great variety for sale Wholesale and Retail—very
H. It. STEVENS,
<1*44
low. COHKKM’ONIiKNCE SOI.M ITKl>.
erly come before said meeting.
Lincolnville, in said County, deceased, respectfully
Boston.
Kata.
l’er order of Directors.
represents that said minors are seized and possessed of
Prick $1.25. .Sold by all Druggists.
STEVENS & 00.
JOHN 11. QUIMBV. Clerk,
certain real estate, situated in said Liucoluville, that an
Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870
B. & M. L. K. K. Co.
A. K. DURHAM
advantageous offer of seven hundred dollars has been
WHOLESALE AND COMMISSION DEALERS IN
by II. R. Stkvkns, in the Clerk’s Office of the District
f>w47
made lor the same by Seth U. Wyman ol Lincolnville,
Belfast, June 1,1870.
:$ra44
Court
ol the District of Massachusetts.
in said County, which offer it is for the interest for all
concerned immediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to
be put out on interest for the benefit ol said minor,
he will put on a team this ihuks
\V iiKKKFOKic your petitioner prays your honor to grant
DAY MORNING, May llJth, and will call at every
her u license to sell and convey said real estate of said
LAHl), HE ASS. I) HIED APPLES,
in
the
house
HOlTO.l.
city, and supply customers with Kish of all
of
I
OH
ll'DRURV
ITRfiET,
the Widow’s dower
IVO.
minor, (including the reversion
kinds.
thereon,) to said Seth (i. Wyman lor said sum,
Manufacturer of
ORDERS will be taken and promptly attended to.
A LICK J. PERRY.
Nice FRESH HALIBUT, will be sold for 8 ets. per lb.
Billiard.
II & 12 Blackstone, & 14 John Sts.
Fresh SALMON, Fresh CODFISH, Corned FISH aiul
At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and for the
AT SEARSMONT.
CUSHION LOBSTERS, HALIBUTS FINS, Ac, Ac.
STRING
COMBINATION
WITH
THE
second
the
New
the
of
on
ol
England House,)
County
Tuesday
Waldo,
May
(Opposite
mew uml Hecond Hand Table* alwayi bn
GROCERIES of all kinds, at the lowest cash pric«
A. D. 1sj:o.
The subscriber is now prepared to
HUSTON.
hand and for tale at the lowed price*. Allot which will be delivered at every house iu the city,
PON the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the petiCARD WOOL AND DRESS CLOTll
every
F.
WILMARTU,
Agent.
R.
day in the week, from this out.
Clive me a call.
tioner give notice to all persons interested, by
*>0142.
His is the oldest established market in Belfast, and u*
at his Mill in Searsmout.
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon,
he
holds to the old maxim that ‘‘a rolling stone gathers
Having good machinery aud new Cards, with the ex- to be published three weeks successively in the Kepubli
CAUTION.
no moss,” he therefore states to the public that he is
perience of titty-one years, 1 am confident that l can do can Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may
still on hand and expects to be for some time to come.
work satisfactory to all who may favor me with their appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
Salt for Sale.
my wife Cl.AKA E. SMITH, has left
He will use his utmost exertions to merit the liberal
Office iu Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of
H. WING.
putromw.
my bed and board without just cause or provocain
Bond patronage that he has enjoyed for the last eight years.
June next, at ten o’clock in the foreuoon, ami shew tion 1 hereby torbid all persous harboring or trusting
cargo ot Liverpool I’lihlntf Malt,
Searsmout, May IS. o.
lor sale cheat) by the
Belfast,
s
Wharf,
the
at
as
1
same
shall
no
bills
of
her
contractSmoked
should not be her on my account,
pay
Simpson
cause, it uuy they have, why
HER RIM AN.
Woods & tenant, L. A. k. no wit on, Fred A. Knowlton, granted,
ASA THURLOCGH, Judge,
.I011N T. SMITH.
subscriber.
ing after this date.
4k4:,
tt
44
l'J, 1*70.
1870.
P.
May
Belfast.
10,
Gw47*cow
:PyTV*
A true copy. Attest—B.
Belfast, May
Belfast,
Fii.ld, Register, ow-l.'i
Agents lor
Islesboro, May 17, 1870.
IBANK A. CUKTIS.
UvbP

Belfast anil MooseM Lake Rail Real

NOTICE

NOTICES.

BLOOD

PURIFIER.

Children's Carriages!

DECATUR,

Butter,

C A R D I N G

CLOTH DRESSING

Dlieese,

Eggs,

HENRY HEIMS,

Poultry, Maple. Sugar, Honey, &c, &c,

Would say to the Citizens of Belfast,
That

Tables

U

WHEKEAS

A

uSt|1J°hn»

Alewive.~M-twhotaju.fc

mable saltpeter, and the llames danced with
glco' up the hatchway. So sudden did the
The author of tliis touching poem, Mr. Joshua
terrible truth break upon the crew that for a
1>. Robinson, died of cholera, at San Antonio, moment
they were paralyzed, but, looking
Aromatic Vegetable
Texas, lie was a young man, comparatively, and around and
realizing that beneath them was
written
of great promise. Though he may have
forked
a
the
and
tongues
volcano,
seething
nothing clsq deserving to survive him,, this poem of their enemy were working to every part
will Veep his memory green lii the annals of Ameri- of the vessel, creeping through the decks and
It was a
can literature.
It was written on the occasion of climbing the masts, they must act.
the death of his little brother, while Mr. Robinson critical second.
the captain’s efforts.
was a student at Harvard College:
I am all alone in my chamber now,
When the first explosion was hoard, CapAnd the midnight hour is near;
tain Chadwick, who had been below, rushed
For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
And the faggot's crack and the dock's dull tick
on deck and, although but a moment interSOLD BY ALL DlUGCilSYS.
Are the only sounds 1 hear:
vened, he was staggered to see the flames
And over my soul in its solitude
the
so
savagely through
Sweet feelings of sadness glide;
forcing their way
For my heart and my eyes arc full when I think
hatchway. Nothing could be done. Smoko
( d tiie little hoy that died.
all around, blinding, suffocating, and the
AND
He asked no
boats could not be reached.
I went otic night to my father's house—
Butterick's
Patterns.
Went homo to the dear ones all,
questions, but, looking into the seething
And softly 1 opened the garden gate
PLUMMER & WILDER,
cauldron below, told the men to save themAnd softly the door of the hall.
144 Tremont Street, Boston.
selves and pray to God to help them all.
My mother came out to meet her son—
word
the
With
this
She kissed me and then she sighed.
HOME MADE BEER.
And her head fell on my neck and she wept
CREW LEAPED INTO THE SEA,
For the little boy that died.
Strengthening, Blood-Cleansing, InvigoratAnd attempted to cling to the spars and Delicious,
ing. One bottle of FLUID EXTRACT ol DANDEAnd when I gazed on his innocent face,
boards they had already thrown overboard, [ LION, Yellow Dock, Sarsaparilla, Hops, Butternut, &c.As still anti cold lie lay.
bottles of healthful Boot Beer,
lint in vain for many of them. In ten minutes will make 0 gallons or
Farmers at home or in the field, Clergymen, Mechanics.
And thought what a lovely child lie had been.
from the ignition of the varnish the mainmast Lawyers, every body will praise
it on trial. Prepared
A nd how soon he must decay,
went toppling, and in thirteen minutes it went only'by II. & .1. BREWER, Springfield, Mass. Sold by
ill, death, thou lovest the beautiful,"
and
Grocers
Druggists
everywhere.
1
In the woe of my spirit
cried:
over the side, and the gashing, drowning
I'm sparkled the ryes, and the forehead was fair
men clung with life in view to its charred reif the little boy that died.
YES! IT IS TRUE!
mains.
When this had gone, and the fire
That the Best Mowers—the Best Droppers—the Bent
Again 1 will go to my father's house—
was creeping along the rigging to the foreSelf-Bakers to be found in the world are the Original
(Jo home to the dear ones all,
mast, Captain Chadwick took his little son and Reliable Double-Motion Atna Iff acliiiKPN, made
And sadly I'll open the garden gate,
the .ETNA MANUFACTURING CO., of Salem.
into
the
side
by
the
in his arms and jumped over
And sadly the door of the hall,
Ohio, Send for Pamphlet containing particulars.
ocean.
I -ball meet my mother, but never more
Happily he caught hold of a studding
With her darling by her side:
sail boom, which saved his and his son’s lives.
Rut she'll kiss me. and sigh, and weep again
So terrible was the heat at this time that the
For tin1 little bov that died.
I taees of some of the men by the ship’s side
1 shall miss him when the (lowers conn1
blistered and cooked, and thus, to
were
In the garden where lie played;
change their positions and place their backs
1 -hall mi's him more by the fireside
to the burning mass, six poor fellows dropped
Wliri! ..I llowcrs have all decayed.
from their places of insecurity, and, frightenI .'hall sec liis toys and his empty chair.
In tlio Summer and Autumn the system is in a less I
And tin horse lie used to ride.
ed and exhausted, sank to rise no more
nervous condition than when under the bracing Influence i
And tiny will speak with a silent speech
FALLING OF THE gU A UTKR WOT.
ol' a colder temperature. Keep the bowels unobstructed, |
t u the little buy that died.
the digestion active and the blood cool in warm weather.
When despair had settled upon the surviv- To
effect this object, take occasionally a dose of Tar*
1 shall see hi' little si-ter again.
ors’ hearts, and the captain and half-drowned rant'N Kifenencent Melt/er Aperient,
It is
U itli her playmates about the door;
a
could
gentle
cathartic, a wholesome tonic, an antidote to
sailors felt that no earthly power
save
| biliousness,
A ml I'll watch the children in their spurt
a blood depurent, and a most delightful febthem, the fastenings of the ipiarter boat for- rifuge, united in one sparkling, foaming elixir, prepared
As 1 never did before;
And it in the group 1 see a child
tunately burned away, and the boat falling in a moment and without the slightest trouble.
That'- ilimplcd and laughing-eyed.
in the water right side up, one of the crew seSOI.t) BY ALL l)KlT<JGISTS.
I'll look to see if it may not be
cured it, and finding the oars in it at once
flic little buy that died.
began to pick up the thankful souls about
We shall go home to ow Father's house—
him. In a few minutes the captain, Ids son,
To our Father's house ill the skie—
the first mate, Marshal Johnson, a boy. E. II.
Where tin- hope of our souls shall have no blight.
■A. SAFE,
Roberts, seaman, the cook and six other sailAnd our love no broken lies;
We shall roam mi the banks of the river of l’eace. ors were taken in, and they shoved oft'as far
CERTAIN,
And hathi in its blissful tide.
as possible from the fast settling wreck.
\nd one of the joys of our heaven shall be
GOING DOWN.
Speedy dure
The little boy that died.
from the first explosion
minutes
Twenty
\nd therefore when I am sitting alone
the Sunbeam sank from sight. It was fearWhen the midnight's hour is near,
NEURALGIA,
ful how the fire still kept creeping through
When the. l'aggol’s crack and the clock's dull tick
AND ALI,
Are the only sounds I hear,
the vessel. Varnish and saltpeter, thousands
I lit. sweet o'er
NERVOUS
illy soul, in its solitude.
of sacks of the latter, sent the wicked darts of
Are the feelings of sadness that glide;
DISEASES.
tire up and around. Mast after mast fell, and
riioligh m> heart and my eyes are full, when 1
about ten minutes past twelve o’clock i\ m.
think
Its "Effects are
I U the little boy that died.
on the tilst of March last, in latitude thirty
May i cal.
degrees lorty-four minutes, about eighty An IM'aILING KKMKDV lor Nkiraiajia Fa.'- |
JOE GREEN.
miles from shore, the hist bubbling hiss was IA Lis, otton effecting a perfect cure in a single day. No
heard and the noi.de craft of an hour before form of Nervous Disease fails to yield to its wonderful j
«»»!•■«• :it :i tavern k«*pt 1 »y Brown.
power. Kven in the severest cases of Chronic Neural- j
was a thing of tin past.
There came some years ago.
ilia, all'ecting the entire system, its use for a few days af i
DKI.n
fords the most astonishing relief, and rarely fails to j
EUAXCK,
Ait aged man whose name \v:s Hreen,
produce a complete and permanent cure. It contains no
\ ml also hi> sou doe.
When the last look hud been taken of the materials in the
slightest degree injurious It has the j
lie
had not befit there many days—
approval of the best physicians. I liousands. i
disappearing wreck. the lioat, with its twelve unqualified
in
of
the
every part
country, gratefully acknowledge its 1
I *t lael it was but two—
souls, drifted for a while with its forlorn
power to soothe the tortured nerves, and restore the
\\ hen .lot' eame ill quite late at night.
Vet
work
on
the
ocean.
was
to
be
failing strength.
party
Ami Brown saw green was blue.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
done, and that quickly, as they had nothing One
t; cents,!
£1.00
package
Postage
U hy ‘-■ait \oti up a night like 1 hi>
to eat and nothing to drink,
lint deliverance Six packages
11
o.00
2?
Xml why must you go downy
It
was at hand, and. when but an hour or so in
is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.
Id < reeii's In bed." slid Mrs. B. ;
TI IUKH A CO., Proprietor*,
their frail crali, the
The -on i> up." said Brown.
I'iO Tmiiont, Street, ISoMton. ItlaftN.
THE LITTLE BOY THAT DIED.

gdxr g^bimlisemotts.

Soap.

C«'*u ilON. All genuine has the name Pekin
Svurp,V*(noi “Peruvian I'.ark
ii,<
bJ- •n
A Ti-page pamphleUsent. fn-c
J. 1*. LJi^Muut

HOWE SEWING MACHINES

The Sea

Proprietor,

da\ old t.reeii he said to Brown,
,lo feels quite slim,
!!• was so light he e<mid not stand
lint Brown stood up for him.

“t»h. no! 1 let him in last night
dust as the clock stuck ten,
A ml had he been out on a lark.
It would have struck me then.*’
1
<

Brown gets full whene'er fie can.
Vet knows what he’s about;
ml (ireen might pump and pump all day.
Xml fail to pump him out.
-r

slept almost until noon.
Mill woke all right at last;
Last night," said he, “[ broke quite loose.

Young
But

doe

l must

now

breakfast

My son goes oil from bad to worse.”
1 (iI’a said in despair;
And every morning a*- he shaved.
He

swop*

he'd cut his hair.

*N'o lad could have a better home.
With clothes and cash in plenty—
scarcely one hoy in ten at least.
And doe's most one and twenty.
‘*He seldom ever goes to church.
But of his pranks will boast.
And, far from being Bible read,
l'lays faro with his host.
“And I am getting very old.
My hair it is quite* grey.
But it will never do to d've.**
He died that very day!
“There's something going on, I think,
I p stairs, 'txvixt you and me,”
"aid Brown to doe, when he eame home.
Ami doe lie went to sea!
From tlie New York

BURNED_AT

Herald.

SEA.

Tidings of another terrible disaster of the
deep are at hand, and its horrors akin to the
many stories of suffering and death that of
late have been ohronii led of the ocean’s sad

vagaries.
It appall.-, the heart when the details are
perused of dreadful tornadoes, hissing hurri-

and drenching storms, so wild that
staunch vessels have been torn almost to pieces, and their crews, starving and
dying with
thirst, sent to their final account; but when
it i- narrated that the sailor’s deadliest foe,
lire, lias been at work, and the imagination
pictures a gallant ship, many miles from
shore, burned to the water’s edge within
twenty minutes of the first alarm, and six ol
the courageous crew, alter battling with the
element and are scarred and scorched,
yet
fmd a watery grave, it is enough to shake
the sturdiest soul, and draw
expressions of
sympathy from the most obdurate. It was
tin1 fate of the ship Sunbeam—a good and
true craft, built in Chelsea, Mass., but at the
ifine
engaged in the Pacific Ocean trade—to
be the victim of the latter disaster on the 31st
ot March last.
She was destroyed by lire
eighty miles from shore, and but twelve of a
crew of eighteen saved.
Captain Joseph Chadwick and his son, a
youth of about ten years, of the lost ship,
came to this port
yesterday from Aspinwall
by the steamship Arizona, and, although he
has not been as desirous as the nature of the
ease demanded in
giving the public full particulars of this deplorable misfortune,
enough
is known to form a connected account.
the sunbeam’s east voyage.
l'he Sunbeam loaded in the harbor of
Iqui<pii, Peru, during the latter part of February
and first week of March, with
salt-pcter,
bound for Tome, Chile, for which
port she
sailed on the 1:1th of March, the officers and
crew expecting a short and pleasant
voyage.
The days passed on with favorable winTls,
and it seemed that their wish would find a
joyous realization, as the sturdy vessel made
rapid strides toward her destination. Nothing occurred to mar the pleasure anticipated
of quickly
reaching Tome, until the 30th of
March, then being seventeen days out, when
the second mate, usually a cautious mariner,
by an act devoid of prudence, caused the
picture of eontentedness to suddenly change
to one of
dismay and death.
nines

AN OPEN

LIGHT.

MmiuI noon of the latter date this
officer,
desirous of giving the
upper deck a little
neater appearance,
suggested to the captain
that he intended to varnish
it, which, meeting
Jus approbation, he
foolishly procured an
open light, and descended to the after-hold,
where the article desired was
conveniently
stowed, and attempted to draw it: but it was
the last act of ship’s
duty he ever did, as the
flames of the lamp
coming in contact with
the fumes of the flowing
varnish, a terrific
explosion occurred, and the demon fire with
hands
a hundred
was
working destruction on
every side. In an instant it. seemed to pervade the entire hold, and before the
frightoned and burned mate, with his clothes on fire
could reach the deck,

WIIAUN’C IJAltK Cl I Alt I.Ks W.

>v n I' J>,1: FOKFF.ITKI) V.X I».. |
if failing to euro in
time t
more effectually and p< rmam ntl.
loss restraint from occupation or loss i.\p<> ui
weather, with sale
pleasant medicim
■>.

MultliAX,

Their effects and consequences.
AM* b > IT A ITu.V

SPL< IA l. AILMKN IS

Incident to Married and Single l.adn
SKCKLT AND DKI.K A I K 1 >\ HI 1 >1 i;
Mircurial Athctions; l.ruj tion- and til «l»-.
Sk.n. I leers ui theNont
lino.:
d
I’n
.Nthe Face; Swelling ol the J n:
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tioual ami other Weakur-".
vanced, at all ages, ot

2u0 Feet Front—Iron ami c»l:iss.
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&
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MANUFACTURERS
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sad suicide occurred at Omaha on the 14th. Miss
Ida Until, a young girl just entering her
seventeenth year, and who was to have been
married the following morning to a worthy
young bricklayer, named Brewer, shot herself through the breast, and died almost instantly. The motive is but conjectured; but
the stranger part of the story is told as follows: Three years ago, when but a child,
she was admired and courted by young
Brewer, a frequent visitor at her "parents’.
All went smoothly, and soon an engagement
resulted, her parents favoring the match.
The girl was beautiful, relined and attractive,
and received many attentions from other
young men. Her lover grew madly jealous,
and a quarrel, separation, aiul the attempted
suicide followed. Six months after she accepted a new lover, and again everything
went smoothly, though Brewer continued to
visit the house. About six weeks ago Miss
Ida told her mother that it' she ever married
any one it would be Ben Brewer; her new
lover was dismissed, and preparations began
for her marriage to her first choice. On the
day before that lixed for her marriage, site
appeared fitfully strange, and told a eoniidant
that she could never love Brewer, but still
continued her work upon her bridal out-lit.
At three o’clock in the afternoon the
discharge
of a pistol was heard in the girl’s room, ami
her mother, rushing in, found her in the
agonies of death. The robes provided for
her bridal decked her corpse for burial, and
the day upon which she was to have become
a bride she was
consigned to the to mb.
A most

inexplicable and peculiarly

And purchasers must insist
if they do m»t wish to have
forced upon them,

F A N NIN G S
IMTK\r

KID

FITTING

SKELETON

CORSETS
This Corset is constructed on an
entirely new principle, being open, and thereby allowing the freest circulation possible, besides giving perfect ease and comfort to
the wearer, and at the same time
possessing all the advantages of the common Corsets in giving support
to
11

an

XICKK1. AX I)

WanU'il
CAI
OMLColvICn Kennedy,

Chicago,

HON. L. E, CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.
iurwyn n Xu. 108!>, Stem M'imler—heunnp' Trade-Mark. i-'r.-.li-ri Atlicrtou .V <'•>.. M.trion, V J.."
l>v
been can-ieil
me from I)ireml)er. lsiis. to .laiimuv 17th, ]s7u; it- l.>l:iI virh.tinu bemir oulv

11

For Sale

iy«4

by

lli .w AX

XI Am I X K.
&

THE Free for Stamp, TAUKANT

tin-

;

quacks,

111.

Company issues all kinds
rpiIIS
JL ment Insurance Policies.

"V\7"A11TED!—Agents
VV OF GEORGE PK1BODT
to

sell

the

“LMFE

illustrated,

and published at a price suited to the times.
your time to make money. IJ. ii. RUSSELL,
er, Boston, Mass.

Now is

Publish-

PATENTS.

Inventors who wish to take out Letters Patent arc adto counsel with MUNN & CO., editors of the
Scientific American, who have prosecuted claims belore
the Patent Office for over
Twenty Years. Their American and European Patent
Agency is the most extensive
vised

j

of Life and Endow-

X>%%
llooli,
A. V.

most axusixc* mix. onmake lun for old or young. Sent by mail lor
Address
WILSON & CO..
102 Nassau street, New York.

U S T

Ql'ACK NOS I Ul M M A ivlo.

IiO<5 It ! at flic

WHAT-NOTS, &c., tfcc.

Ticket!

H.NOKAN<

of

f

ASSOCIATION,

Philadelphia,

prices of our
Cl I ESTNl.T
SI 1)K-P.<) Vlt l»S

and

ItWilOlt & BOSTON.

prices, cheap that all
J and not to be undersold in the State.
IOOK
see our

C. D. FIELD.

PROPELLOR LINE.

so

tfis

i
can

sum m i: i:

a i: r a

;

KTE A11E It

DKKR1NG, Maxtor.

WILL loavo

Quickest and Easiest Route to Boston!,
Through by

Steamer

and

Railroad,

ftclfasi

Tf aim*,

CAUTION
HOW.

and

7

system. Prolapsus Uteri or
of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, ami
menstrual derangements, are all treated on m w
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
very few days. So invariably certain is this new mod.
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
it, and the atllicted person soon rejoices in period health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in th.
cure of diseases of women than any other
physician iu
Boston.
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a lew days under his treatment.
l)r. Dow, since 1845, having confined his wh.de attention to an ollice practice lor the cure ot Privat. DD. asos
ami 1*einale Complaints,
acknowledges no superior in tin
United States.
N. 1».—All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will
not he answered.
Ollice hours from 8 A. m. to •• i\ ,v.
Boston .1 u 1 v 25 l8(j‘J.
jy |

A X A i;us & MORRIS’
(' K

l.K 1! K A T 1: 1)

Perfected

Spectacles
<1LSSES.

♦£*For Sale at CALVIN HKRVF.Y’S, Agent, Belfast.
KMKKV, Jeweler, Bucksport.
tfl.6

JAM ICS

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic

Invigorator

Removes from the .system the ill ellcets caused by the excessve use ot iilctiolic liquors, and ettectually destroys
the appetite tor these stimulants. It gives tone t<> debilitated mucous surfaces Kilete matter is removed from
the system, thereby restoring it to normal healthful condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Com-

of ruclimonci

induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
at 60 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 46 Central
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast by H. A. IIOwGM A CO.
In Stockton, by JOIIX n. AJIEw and
ItM. I*
E. KI.HBAIL,
1)6

Cain. wn. E. ih:.\\iso.\.
rilUK STEAM Kit CITY OF RICHMOND,
having
been
in

X
complete order the past winter, is now
put
making her regular thrice weekly trips between Fortland and landings on the Penobscot River and
Hay,
leaving Portland every Monday, ^Wednesday and Friday
at 10 o’clock, P. M., or on the arrival of the
Express
Train Irom Poston.
Leaving Belfast on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 0 o’clock.
will be ticketed through to Boston and all
Passengers
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening.
The Richmond is one ol the strongest and safest boats

M.

II. COOPEIl is still

at

the old stand ot

HALLS
COOPKR,
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of IiUmlM>r, C'emeut, l.ime. n.omI ami
llitlr. also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a continuance of the same.
M K. COOl’FK.
Belfast, Feb. 10, lsro.
tt::j
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flitRIER’Sfa)
Y. SHOTGUN
Cr ; BEST. IN THE WORLD.
(

SEND MRACIKUUm

New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.

IMMiMI

ty

.V il

lllfUSUlV, RaUiJllcs iiOl'tH

(ii'iiut, J‘. (), liox

\ y
finHO

English Farmer.

built, of remarkable speed, clean and comfortable.
Passengers are assured that every pains will betaken to
insure their comfort and salety.
tH2
Belfast, April 27, 1870.
ever

■ Ill-* Meal lion will tatiiml for |||«*
tine of .tlureM at my Stable in llolfuMt
one mile North of the city, on the “Head
ot
the Tide Road,” every day in the
week, exWednesdays, when he will stand at ft'r4>«*«lona

——

cept

GET THE BEST BLOOD !

MORRILL

CHIEF.

This splendid NTILMIIX is six years
"lil, stands It. hands high, ami neighs’ 1 iuO
puunds. lie was brouglit from \ ermoiit by
■>. K. I.ucy, and Ids predigree i- as follows
Morrill Chief was sired by
Vnung Mnrrill.ir., lie
by Young Morrill, and lie by 01,1 Morrill, in; bv Woodbury Morgan, lie bv Justine Morgan, old Morrill's
dam was by Harris lfambletnuian. ‘Morrill child’s dam
was by Napoleon, lie by Flint
Morgan, lie by Sherman
Morgan, and lie by Justine Morgan. Morrill Child
tiraml Dam by Sherman Morgan
Jr., lie by Sherman

rj|
iQ.nfV

Village, over night.
Ill going to FitKK DO JI on Wednesday’s forenoon
In the world.
he will pass through WliHO and 14 !YOX Corner’
Charges less than any other reliable
anil returning Thursday through 1W03WTV1LLE
agency, A pamphlet containing lull instructions to inLine
Morgan.
ventors is sent gratis.
Centre and JflOltKIAi, arriving home
Morrill Chief will stand at my stable in North
Thursday noon.
FOK
MUNN & CO., Ii7 Park
Persons and mares coming lrom a distance, will be Searaportaon
Row, New York.
Mondays,
Thursday and I n
entertained Fit EE, at iny house and stable during days. At Mcarsport \ Wednesdays,
illage on Tuesday forenoon, at
& LOWELL. their
stay.
Stockton Iuesday afternoon, coming home tlmim'h
(ESTABLISHED 1**10.)
The above horse is a thorough bred
t
••C'EYllEMrospect. Oil Saturdays he will he at Belfast.
■Kt EE,” and was imported at great expense by Janu s
Spring Arrangements for 1870.
IniiMS. I'n warrant $15. lly the Season .ai t.
Single
WELCH
On anti alter Monday, April 4th, Higgins. Esq., from HEW IBltl .VMWICK, ex- Service, $,. Colis liolden for sen ice id the horse.
pressly to improve the breed of horses in this vicinity
Saws! A: ©s! Saws!
E‘
NTEAMEKI
W‘
This horse is Eight Years old this
North Searsport, May 5, 1870.
.Spring, weighs
SAWS of all descriptions. AXES, BELTING unit
1,400 pounds, and is claimed to be a perfect made
K A T A H 1 > I N horse
MILL FURNISHINGS.
in every respect. For draught or the road this
CIRCULAR SAWS with
hi. .\ ■ < i4 e H N ti \
Solid Teeth, or with Patent ADjusTAitLriMToiNTg
L"'
Will make Two Trips horse has no superior. He combines immense power
*
with light easy and graceful action. In order to
superior to alt Inserted Teeth Saws.
r«*r
enable
L< aving Belfast
every MONI)AY and all who desire to improve their Stock, to avail them
D“Pricea
Reduced.^!
THURSDAY
at
EXPLOSION AFTER EXPLOSION
o'clock 1*. M.
selves of the
AdrSend lor Price List and Circulars..**
of this horse, 1 have concluded to ('OirNMa.I.Eli ,1- ATTORNEY AT /..III*
Keturning-lravo a Boston every TUESDAY and I’ltl- reduce the services
WELCH A GKIFFITIIM,
Was heard as the fire licked up the inflamprice, and to warrant for $10.00.
QAY,al '» o’clock 1 M., until further notice.
OFFICE, ItAYFOUD BI.OCK,
Boilon, Ran*., or Detroit. Jtlicli.
FURL) (i A V, Cay Farm.
tfSrt
GEO. G. WELLS, Agent.
Belfast, April 15th, 1870.
sW4i+
""
Belfast, Maine.
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BLEACHERY

Ahi hN HON N K'l'S ami IIA
TSJblearhed or colored,
*
and made into tin* latest.
style* promptly ami neat
>>• Men amt Hoys Straw ami Panama Hats
bleached,
colored and shaped.
N\
have also a lot of men and
Canton
Straw
boys
Ua»s to he sold
very low.
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DKI’(KSITS
will be placed upon intercut every month, (except
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Deposits received daily at. the Hanking Boom, trout n
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Transnannt and clear as crystal, it will not soil the
finest lahric—perfectly SAFK.CLKAN ami KKFU’IKN 1
-deMderatums l.oNti SOUHUT FOK, and FOl Nl>
A! LAST.
Ii restores ami prevents the Hair from
becoming (iray,
imparts a -off, glossy appearance, r--moves Handrul! is
.>..1 and relre-hing to the head, checks the Hair iroui
tailing oil, and restores it to a great extent when prema
turely lost, prevents Headaches, cures all Humors
cutaneous erupt ions, and unnatural heat.
I»«t.
'IllI'll
Patent,1.', dr,.ton Junction,
I reputed only l.v l‘U<H TKII
IIKo l ia
KHM. Illunceater, Mas-, Tile (icnuitle is
put up in a
|iane bottle, made expressly lor it, with the name of the
b’his.-:. A-h your Druggist tor Natmv s llair ltestorutive, anil take No
other.
•Sold at Wholesale by W. 1'.
c0., Port*
b>’
In the State,
l>ru«S‘s<S
i: d
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I..

II-.I,

VII.
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will order it for you.
Manufactured
the Franklin .Medic tl Association
No. > Winter St., Boston, Mass.
l hi.-. Association are also I’ropri. tors anil Munuiaetuta-rs ot Dr. I 'osier’s justly celebrated Catarrh
Kfincdy.
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A Sure Cure and Instant Relief.
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Physician
I.ndi
Surgeon, No.
St.. Poston, is consulted daily for all di>.easD1C.
incident to the female

Wharf,
loot ol Stilt*1 street, Portland, every Tuesday and Friday
evenings at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of Kxpross tram
from Boston, ior Machiasport; touching at Kockland,
Jastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Alt. Desert, Millbridgc an i plaints, and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
Conesport.
Bowels in a speedy maimer. This elegant preparation
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and has stood the test ot
A wine-glass lull before eatThursday Morning at d o’clock, touching at tin: above ing will give a goodyears.
appetite, and prevent all sutferingnamed landings; arriving in Portland same night.
froin indigestion.
Ladies of weak and delicate constituFor lurthcr intormation imiuire ol
tions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
BOSS & STUDIVANT, 17U Commercial St.
wine-glass full betore retiring will insure sweet and reor. (JYBUS STUDIVANT, (lend Agent.
freshing
sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
4 Itl
Kailroad

tfuO

To Females in Delicate Health.

i: m l: \ r.

i, j : w i s rr o n,

[4
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HD, May Is, 1
Price 75 cts. By Mail $1.00.
.J. C. LEI1 lif*. Proprielor
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NUSTKL .M M A K I US.
Through
ignoraue. <-i the «.ju !; 1 •«*.-:.
no other remedy, he relies up-»n Miei.
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to all hi4 patients, in Pills, 1 »n»|.
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maker, equally ignorant, adds t- hr
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Instant Relief from Pain!

l’lltliisiu,

PATliN l

A. B. MATHEWS.

ami EYE

TWO TRIPS PEE WEEK.

(or III.’

Holiovos

the most 1 .^stressing cases ot Phthisic in a few minut.
Inhaled with tin- breath, it goes directly to tin- ! im
ami air cells, and relief is immediate and certain

buv

A I, T, I A jST <3 K
C.ipt. T. It. SI1UTJ),
her regul.tr trips between Bangor ami

Eor Mt. Desert & Machias.

j

Plitliisic !

INHALANT,

[ -A.l'vtra.yss

Unfailing Eye Preservers.

KiE tnNii a a>

Will commence
Boston, THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1 s70, touching at Belfast, Sandy Point, Bueksport, Winterport and Bangor.
Freight and passengers taken at roaso liable rates.
S. S. LKW1S & SON, Agents.
tfU*
Belfast, April (>, 1S7(*.

Plitliisic!
I.I0\VIS’

0014 at our large stock of COMMON' FUltNlJ TURK. PINE ('HAMPER SETS, BEDSTEADS,
TABLES, CHAIRS. &c., &c.

Pa.

FOSTER'S

/>/.*.

M

and
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1

at

II. SII ACK HI, I., (ien*l Passenger Agent. Mout!<al.
C. .1. BKYlXiKS, Managing Director.
WM. Fl.OWH! S Hastern Agent, liangor.
Tickets for Sale ii Belfast by
d»n 11
'.JOHN S. CALDWH1.L.

tin'
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charges

MA'niF.WH.

A. «.
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loueit rates tiu lioslon. \< n
V«rk Central. IBnttalo. anil lleti oit.
1II KOI. (ill TICKHIS can d)<' procured a; a’d tin
Principal Ticket O.liees in New Huglund, New Brim,
West Market
wick, ami at the Company's Ollice, No.

anil tVomanliooil.—Fssays lor
I
MAXHOOll
Young Men, free, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD
l>ox 1’

tf 1M

holding through tickets.
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No. 11 Phoenix Row.

TltAlNS DAll.V, iiukins !
direct connection between l*OIM'LANDaml i’ll IDAHO.
mitOCGlI 1'ICKKIS TO CANADA, California, am! ;
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The siii]> Sunbeam was built in Chelsea,
She was of oak, and
I Massachusetts, in 1 SGo.
fastened with copper and iron. She had two
docks drew eighteen feet of water when loaded, and was 7JJ8 tons burden. She was owned by Messrs. Augustus Ilemenway & Co.,
of Boston.
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Tilt'. LOST AND SAVED.
the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare
it to resist diseases of all kinds. GKO. C. GOODWIN
Of the saved, twelve in number, but four &
CO., Boston. Sold by all Druggists.
names are known—Captain Chadwick, his
son, E. II. Roberts, and Marshal Johnson.
None of the names of the six lost have been
divulged. They were the second mate, carpenter, steward and three seamen. Perhaps
itheir tragic late may never lie ascertained In
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their friends.
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